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Abstract

R
EOPENED bugs can degrade the overall reputation of a software system since

such bugs lead to a loss of end-users trust regarding the quality of the soft-

ware. Thus, understanding the characteristics of bugs that are reopened,

and what factors are more likely to affect a reopened bug (especially post-release re-

opened bug) to be fixed rapidly throughout the release lifecycle, could provide insights

in helping software developers to avoid/minimize such bugs.

In this thesis, we study the characteristics of reopened bugs and the factors that lead

to a post-release reopened bug being fixed rapidly/slowly. To understand the charac-

teristics of reopened bugs, prior studies built statistical or machine learning models to

analyze the factors that impact the likelihood of a bug getting reopened. However, we

observe several aspects that require further investigation from prior studies: 1) pre-

viously studied datasets are too small (only consisting of 3 projects) 2) 1 out of the 3

studied projects has a data leak issue. 3) the previously used experimental steps are
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outdated. After considering such aspects, we observe that only 34% of the studied

projects give an acceptable performance with AUC ¾ 0.7 for predicting if a bug will

be reopened. Moreover, we observe that post-release reopened bugs take only 189.1

hours rework time (time taken to resolve a reopened bug) as compared to 388.4 hours

for rework time in pre-release reopened bugs. To study the likelihood of a post-release

reopened bug getting fixed rapidly, we build prediction pipelines and observe that the

models give an acceptable AUC of 0.78 to determine if a post-release reopened bug will

get resolved rapidly/slowly. Our model predicts if a post-release reopened bug will get

resolved rapidly (i.e., less than 3 minutes) or slowly (i.e., more than 4,538 hours) by con-

sidering top 20% fast resolved bugs as rapidly resolved and bottom 20% fast resolved

bugs as slowly resolved.

Based on our findings, we encourage future research to leverage the rich data avail-

able during and after a bug is reopened, to understand the eventual resolution of a

reopened bug and we also encourage researchers to consider pre-release and post-

release reopened bugs separately in their analysis as studying reopened bugs as a whole

leads to biased implications.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

B
UG fixing is an important activity in software development. Normally, a bug

is resolved and closed after it is fixed. However, sometimes it needs to be

reopened. Reopened bugs are considered a disappointment to the end

users in software development since it is advertised that a particular bug is fixed, but in

reality, it is otherwise, so it needs to be reopened and reworked [64]. Mi and Keung [64]

observed that around 6–10% of the bugs are reopened in four open source projects

from the Eclipse product family. If a fair number of fixed bugs get reopened, it is an

indication of instability in the software project [120]. Reopened bugs consume more

time to resolve than normal bugs by a factor of 1.6–2.1 [64] and cause extra rework time

for development teams [65]. Reopened bugs also lead to a loss of end-users trust re-

garding the quality of the software [83]. In particular, reopened bugs that are reopened
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

post-release are even more critical as they impact a larger audience (i.e., clients).

Hence, many prior studies proposed models to predict if a bug will be reopened.

For example, Shihab et al. [84] studied the reopening likelihood of a bug based on four

dimensions of features (i.e. work habits, bug report, bug fix, and team dimensions).

Xia et al. [105] proposed the ReopenPredictor1 and improved the performance of the

reopened bug prediction pipeline using the same dataset as used by Shihab et al. Many

follow up studies on reopened bugs focused only on the Eclipse project, while there is a

dramatic increase in the number of open source projects and their associated bugs over

the years. Therefore, it becomes important to understand reopened bug prediction on

a larger scale so that the findings can be generalized.

Following the above understanding of the characteristics of reopened bugs, it is

also important to consider reopened bugs in the context of the life cycle of a software

system. A bug is considered as a pre-release bug for a software release version if it is

identified before the release of that particular version, whereas a bug is considered as a

post-release bug for a software release version if it is identified after the release of that

particular version. Reopened bugs can be categorized into two categories based on the

software release (i.e., pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs). Pre-

release bugs that are reopened at least once are considered as pre-release reopened

bugs and post-release bugs that are reopened at least once are considered as post-

release reopened bugs. Rwemalika et al. [78] observe that post-release bugs need at

least two times bigger chunks of changes as opposed to pre-release bugs and 66.7% of

the post-release bugs require changes in configuration files as compared to only 46%

configuration file changes in case of pre-release bugs. Therefore, it is important to

closely examine post-release bugs. Traditional studies on defect prediction consider

1https://github.com/xin-xia/reopenBug



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

segregating bugs into pre-release and post-release bugs for their analysis [49, 50, 80].

However, prior studies on reopened bugs [64, 83, 84, 105, 106] focused on reopened

bugs as a whole (i.e., without factoring when a bug was reopened in the life cycle of a

software system). It is also important to determine if a release based reopened bug will

get resolved rapidly/slowly. Therefore, we determine factors that lead to post-release

reopened bugs getting resolved rapidly. These insights can help software developers

to handle post-release reopened bugs efficiently.

1.1 Thesis Statement

Reopened bugs lead to a great loss in the quality of the software system. Hence,

it is important to understand the time and release related characteristics of re-

opened bugs to avoid their occurrence and speed up their closing.

1.2 Thesis Overview

In this section, we provide an outline of our thesis.

1.2.1 Chapter 2: Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the background of reopened bugs. We provide an overview

of reopened bugs in open source systems. We also discuss prior work in this field. In

particular, we focus on related work in the following areas: 1) study of reopened bugs

characteristics 2) empirical studies of reopened bugs 3) modelling reopened bugs.
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1.2.2 Chapter 3: Revisiting reopened bugs in open source software

systems

Reopened bugs consume almost 1.6–2.1 more time to resolve than normal bugs. Prior

studies on reopened bugs constructed prediction pipelines to determine the likeli-

hood of a bug getting reopened. Prior research focused on three projects (i.e. Apache,

Eclipse, and OpenOffice) for their analysis. When we examined the bug reports from

the data shared by prior studies, we observed that one out of the three projects (i.e.,

Apache project) has a data leak issue. Therefore, research on predicting the likelihood

of a bug getting reopened is effectively based on only two projects and hence can’t

be generalized. Moreover, all the prior studies used an old prediction pipeline and

with time, such a pipeline has improved. For instance, no prior study tuned the hyper-

parameters of their studied model, nor did they perform correlation and redundancy

analysis on the independent features of their dataset to remove correlated features.

Therefore, in this chapter, we study reopened bugs using a large scale dataset consist-

ing of 47 projects using the latest prediction pipelines.

Using the updated pipeline across the 47 studied projects, we are able to achieve

an acceptable AUC (¾ 0.7) on 34% (16/47) of the projects. Moreover, reopened bug

prediction pipelines constructed with Random Forest and Gradient Boosting learners

yield an acceptable AUC (¾ 0.7) on more studied projects than the prediction pipeline

constructed with other learners. In addition, we observe that number of comments is

the most important feature that helps in predicting the reopening likelihood of a bug

which contrasts with findings of prior studies which found that the comment text is

the most important feature in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug. Further-

more, we identify four categories of reasons for reopening a bug, that is, 1) technical
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(i.e., patch/integration issues), 2) documentation (i.e., updating fields of a bug report),

3) human (i.e., incorrect assessment by a developer), and 4) no stated reason in a bug

report. Our study provides new and more general insights into bug reopening activi-

ties. We encourage future research to leverage the rich data available during and after

a bug is reopened, while this data was not previously used in understanding reopened

bugs. We further encourage researchers to explore the management of reopened bugs

based on the whole history of a bug to understand their eventual resolution.

1.2.3 Chapter 4: Studying post-release reopened bugs in open source

software systems

Rwemalika et al. [78] observe that post-release bugs need at least two times bigger

chunks of changes as opposed to pre-release bugs and 66.7% of the post-release bugs

require changes in configuration files as compared to only 46% configuration file changes

in case of pre-release bugs. Therefore, it is important for the research community to

focus on post-release bugs. However, in the context of reopened bugs, no such segre-

gation of bugs into pre-release and post-release reopened bugs is studied by any prior

study.

At best we are able to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapid-

ly/slowly with an AUC 6% greater than in the case of pre-release reopened bugs. We

observe that the median time taken for closing a reopened bug in case of pre-release

reopened bugs is almost twice more than post-release reopened bugs. We observe that

the time required to resolve pre and post-release reopened bugs measured by time is

dramatically different. Studying reopened bugs as a whole leads to biased implica-

tions. Therefore, we encourage researchers to consider pre-release and post-release
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reopened bugs separately in their analysis.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, we study reopened bugs using a large scale dataset. We revisit and im-

prove prior reopened bug prediction pipelines. Furthermore, we analyze reopened

bugs throughout the lifecycle of a software system and build a prediction pipeline for

identifying post-release reopened bugs that can be eventually fixed in a short time. Our

main contributions in this thesis are as follows:

1. Large scale study of reopened bug characteristics with two case studies of re-

opened bug prediction and fixing time prediction for post-release reopened bugs.

2. We improve the prior reopened bug prediction pipeline and demonstrate that

only 34% projects give an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) when predicting reopened bugs.

3. We find that for pre-release reopened bugs the median closing time is twice as

much as post-release reopened bugs indicating that pre-release and post-release

reopened bugs have different characteristics.

4. We observe that our models for predicting if a reopened bug will get resolved

rapidly for post-release reopened bugs gives 6% greater AUC than AUC obtained

for the same model using pre-release reopened bugs. Therefore, studying re-

opened bugs as a whole leads to biased implications. We encourage researchers

to consider pre-release and post-release reopened bugs separately in their anal-

ysis.



CHAPTER 2

Background and Related Work

I
N this chapter, we first discuss the background of reopened bugs. We then dis-

cuss prior studies that are related to reopened bugs. We mainly focus on 3

streams of prior studies, these are 1) study of reopened bugs characteristics,

2) empirical studies of reopened bugs, 3) modelling reopened bugs.

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Bug tracking systems

Bug tracking systems manage various bug fixing activities. Bug tracking systems are

used to create bug reports, where reporters can provide essential information about the

symptoms and causes of bugs. Developers discuss potential fixes of the bug, update

7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 8

the status of the bug in order for others to track the progress of the bug fixing process.

Bugzilla1 and JIRA2 are two of the commonly used bug tracking systems.

Bugs from both Bugzilla and JIRA were studied in prior work. However, prior studies

on reopened bugs used bugs from Bugzilla [64, 83, 84, 105, 106, 109]. To the best of

our knowledge, no prior work has studied reopened bugs that are tracked by JIRA. For

example, Shihab et al. studied reopened bugs in three projects, i.e., Apache, Eclipse,

and OpenOffice, which are tracked by Bugzilla. Xia et al. [105] extended Shihab et al.’s

study using more advanced techniques on the same Bugzilla dataset. Xia et al. [106]

investigated the performance of various learners again on the same Bugzilla dataset.

2.1.2 Process of reopening a bug

A bug transitions through various statuses in its life cycle [46]. The relevant statuses

are explained below:

• Open: When a new bug is created, its status is set as open.

• In progress: When a developer starts working on a bug, its status is set as in

progress.

• Resolved: When a bug has been resolved, its status is set as resolved.

• Closed: When a bug has been fixed and it will not be worked upon anymore, its

status is set as closed.

• Reopened: When a bug is not fixed, it needs to be reopened. Therefore, its status

is set as reopened.

1https://www.bugzilla.org/
2https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira

https://www.bugzilla.org/
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
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Figure 2.1 shows the life cycle of a bug. Initially, a bug is created and its status is set

as open. Then the bug is assigned to a developer. When the developer starts working on

the bug, the bug status is set as in progress. When the bug is resolved, the bug’s status

is set as resolved. The bug is then verified and if the fix is correct then the bug status is

set as closed. However, a bug can be reopened, and the bug status is set as reopened.

Open Resolved

In Progress Reopened

Closed

Bug created

Start 
progress

Start progress

Close issue
Reopen issue

Resolve
 issue

Resolve issue

Stop progress

Reopen
 issue

Figure 2.1: The workflow of the bug fixing process

Bug reopening can involve a discussion between developers. For example, in a bug

report3 (ID: 6089) for the Apache CXF project, a developer discusses with another de-

veloper that “mmh... reopening as there’s a testcase failing, I didn’t notice that locally

(likely run with -Pfastinstall) Rebecca, please have a look, I might revert the changes in

the mean time.” [85]. In another example, a developer pointed out in a bug report4 (ID:

737) for the Apache HAWQ project that the bug will be reopened to update the version

[112].

3https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-6089
4https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-737

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-6089
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-737
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2.1.3 Tagging affected version of a bug

Software systems have multiple releases. Bugs are associated with particular version(s)

of software releases. JIRA bug reports provide the affected version field in a bug report in

order for developers to indicate the version(s) of the software system which is affected

by that particular bug. Such details are important for software development as devel-

opment teams can track the progress of bugs w.r.t. software release versions. Some bug

reports contain the affected version information. However, in other bug reports the

affected version is not tagged. Figure 2.2 shows bug reports with both scenarios. We

observe that in a bug report5(id: 4234) for the Apache Zookeeper project, the affected

version is not indicated. There is no mechanism to determine if a bug report without

an affected version is due to the bug not being related to any release version, or the

developer forgetting to tag the affected version. Therefore, we consider a bug without

the affected version field set as an unidentified release. In a bug report6(id: 1403) for

the Apache Spark project, multiple affected versions are indicated (i.e., 1.0.0, 1.3.0 and

1.4.0).

2.1.4 The various definitions of pre-release and post-release bugs

Prior studies on pre-release and post-release bugs relied on various definitions of pre-

release and post-release bugs. Munaiah et al. [68] defined pre-release bugs as those

that were fixed prior to a particular release. Chen et al. [20] considered bugs that were

5https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-4234
6https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-1403

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-4234
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-1403
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Figure 2.2: Bug report (id: 4234), bug report (id: 1403) without the affected version
field set for the Apache Zookeeper project, and with the affected version field set for
the Apache Spark project respectively.

found before the system is released as pre-release bugs. Multiple other studies con-

sidered issues that occur before a software release as pre-release bugs [80, 114]. Rwe-

malika et al. [78] defined a pre-release bug as a bug that is detected during software

development. Da Costa et al.; Yatish et al.; Khomh et al. [23, 50, 113] observe that a bug

can be associated with multiple releases and they use the date of the earliest affected

version and compare that with the release date of those affected versions to determine

if a bug is a post-release bug. Zimmermann et al.; Schroter et al. [80, 121] considered

bugs that occur after the release of the system as post-release bugs. Rwemalika et al.

[78] defined post-release bug as a bug that escaped to production.
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A bug report has a field “affected version” that represents the software release ver-

sion(s) affected by the particular bug. Prior studies (as discussed above) define both

pre-release and post-release bugs using various definitions. However, it is more ac-

curate to consider information about when the affected version is tagged to the bug

to determine if a bug is a pre-release or a post-release bug. Moreover, a bug can be

associated with multiple affected versions and hence can be a pre-release and a post-

release by different affected versions. For example, in a bug report7 (id: 1403) for the

Apache Spark project, the bug is associated with three affected versions (i.e., 1.0.0, 1.3.0

and 1.4.0). The above mentioned bug is a pre-release bug w.r.t affected version 1.0.0

since, the affected version 1.0.0 was tagged on 03-April-2014, whereas the affected ver-

sion 1.0.0 was released later on 30-May-20148. However, this bug is a post-release bug

for affected versions 1.3.0 and 1.4.0, since versions 1.3.0, and 1.4.0 were tagged on 11-

June-2021 and 17-June-2015 respectively, and the version 1.3.0 and 1.4.0 were released

earlier on 13-March-2015 and 11-June-2015 respectively. All prior studies consider a

bug as either a pre-release or a post-release bug. However, it is more accurate to tag

bugs as pre-release and post-release w.r.t particular affected version/s.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Study of Reopened Bugs Characteristics

Prior studies focused on bug characteristics by studying various aspects of software

bugs. Xia et al. [104]proposed a MTM (multi-feature topic model) for bug triaging. Bug

7https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-1403
8https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/SPARK?selectedItem=com.atlassian.

jira.jira-projects-plugin:release-page&status=released-unreleased

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-1403
https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/SPARK?selectedItem=com.atlassian.jira.jira-projects-plugin:release-page&status=released-unreleased
https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/SPARK?selectedItem=com.atlassian.jira.jira-projects-plugin:release-page&status=released-unreleased
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triaging refers to the performed activities by developers on un-assigned bugs, such as

determining whether the bug needs attention if so assigning the bug to a developer,

and adding a milestone for the bug [13]. Jalbert and Weimer [40] proposed a system

to automatically identify duplicate bugs. They observed that their system is able to re-

duce software development costs by removing 8% of the duplicate bugs. Tian et al. [94]

extended their work and improved the accuracy of duplicate bug detection. Somasun-

daram and Murphy [86] recommended a list of components that are most relevant to

a bug. Xia et al. [108] found that most of the bugs set their priority and severity value

as the default value. Prior studies also focussed on bug assignment tasks in the triag-

ing process. Murphy and Cubranic [69] proposed machine learning algorithms using

text categorization to predict the assignee of a bug. Other studies by Avnik et al.; Xia et

al.; Tian et al. [6, 95, 107] proposed models to recommend the assignee for a bug. Our

study also investigates bug management with respect to how bugs are reopened. We

extend prior studies of bug reopening through a large scale study using a modern ma-

chine learning pipeline to investigate the generalizability of reopened bug prediction

pipelines.

Bugs can be categorized into two types i.e., pre-release bugs and post-release bugs.

A bug is considered as a pre-release bug if the affected version (release version) is tagged

to the bug report before the release of that affected version. A bug is considered as a

post-release bug if the affected version (release version) is tagged to the bug report after

the release of that affected version. Rwemalika et al. [78] studied the characteristics of

pre-release and post-release bugs. They analyzed 37 projects from BGL BNP Paribas.

They found that post-release bugs are more complex to resolve, involving a median

of 16.5 lines edited as compared to pre-release bugs with a median of 8.5 lines edited.
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They also found that pre-release bug fixes involve more design related changes and

post-release bug fixes involve more control flow modifications.

Jiang et al. [41] developed a release policy for software development on when to

stop testing and release the product. Such a policy can help in reducing the overall

cost and associated risk of bug. They propose a policy involving performing testing on

post-release bugs in order to avoid giving up on substantial market opportunity costs.

Khomh et al. [50] compared the median uptime, crash rates, and percentage of

post-release bugs that have a short release cycle. They empirically studied the devel-

opment process of Mozilla Firefox releases in 2010 and 2011. They observed that with

release cycles getting shorter, bugs are being experienced earlier during software exe-

cution, and bugs are fixed rapidly.

Herzig et al. [39] used test failure metrics to predict pre-release and post-release

bugs in Windows 8 operating system projects. Herzig et al. notes that their prediction

pipeline trained on test failure data of Windows 8 showed higher precision and recall as

compared to previous pre-release and post-release prediction pipelines on Windows

8.

2.2.2 Empirical Studies of Reopened Bugs

Prior studies empirically mined bug reopening to gain a deeper understanding of re-

opened bugs. Shihab et al. [84] conducted an investigation of the bug resolving time

for reopened and non-reopened bugs in the Eclipse project. They observed that re-

opened bugs take at least twice as much time to resolve than non-reopened bugs (i.e.,

on average of 149 days for non-reopened bugs and 371 days for reopened bugs). Guo et
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al. [32] conducted an empirical study on reopened bugs in Microsoft Windows and ob-

served that if a bug is reopened too many times then probably it will never be fixed. Mi

et al. [65] discussed a new type of reopened bug that has no direct impact on the user

experience or the normal operation of the system. They showed statistically that such

reopened bugs are significantly different from other reopened bugs. Mi and Keung [64]

studied four open source projects, i.e., CDT, JDT, PDE, and Platform, to quantitatively

analyze reopened bugs in regards to their impacts, proportions, and evolution. They

identified that 6% to 10% of the bugs are reopened and reopened bugs remain active

between 1.6 and 2.1 times higher than non-reopened bugs.

2.2.3 Modelling Reopened Bugs

Prior studies leveraged machine learning models to predict various attributes in a bug

report. Shihab et al. [83] conducted an initial study to predict reopened bugs in the

Eclipse dataset using four dimensions and 22 features. Shihab et al. [84] also extended

their study to three additional datasets (Apache, Eclipse, and OpenOffice). They built

a Decision Tree model and performed a top node analysis to identify the most impor-

tant features in predicting reopened bugs, and observed that comment text is the most

important feature in predicting reopened bugs in the Eclipse project. Xia et al. [106]

investigated the performance of various learners to predict reopened bugs. Among the

10 learners, they identified that Bagging and Decision Tree learner gives the best per-

formance. Xia et al. also showed that their results outperform the prior work. Xia et

al. [105] proposed the ReopenPredictor9 tool to predict reopened bugs using the same

dataset as used by Shihab et al. [84]. Xia et al. proposed a feature selection method

9https://github.com/xin-xia/reopenBug
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for choosing the most substantial textual features (comment text and description text)

for the imbalanced dataset from both reopened and non-reopened bugs. Xuan et al.

[110] modeled the developer prioritization of the bugs to predict the reopening of a

bug. Xuan et al. [109] discussed the benefits of data reduction techniques in reopened

bug analysis. Caglayan et al. [15] studied a bug activity dataset in a large-scale en-

terprise software product. They analyzed four dimensions (i.e., issue-code relation,

issue proximity network, issue reports, and developer activity) as possible factors that

may cause a bug to be reopened. Zimmermann et al. [120] conducted a study to find

the root cause of reopened bugs and built a model to predict reopened bugs. Tu et al.

[96] defined data leak as information from the future used in predicting events making

the prediction pipelines misleadingly optimistic. They examined the prior literature

in prediction tasks related to bugs and found that 11 out of 58 studies have data leak

issues.

Prior studies on reopened bug prediction pipelines focused only on a small dataset

(i.e., three projects). Moreover, we identified that the Apache project used in the prior

studies has a data leak issue. Instead, in this thesis, we use 47 projects to study re-

opened bugs. We also use 7 learners in our study with the latest techniques for gen-

erating a reopened bug prediction pipeline. Moreover, we also conduct a qualitative

study to better understand the reasons why bugs get reopened.

The time it takes to finally resolve a bug from when a bug is created is known as bug

lifetime. Predicting bug lifetimes can aid software developers to prioritize their work,

better realize project timelines, and efficiently allocate resources [76]. Prior studies fo-

cused on predicting the lifetime of a bug. Rees-Jones et al. [76] studied 10 projects and

a total of 52,670 bugs from JIRA. They used decision tree learner to build prediction
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pipeline and used 5 time slices as labels, these are 1 day, 7 days, 14 days, 30 days, and

90 days. They recommend using a cross-project dataset for predicting bug lifetime.

Panjer [72] studied Eclipse Bugzilla dataset to predict bug lifetime. Panjer [72] used

dataset only available at the creation of the bug (ignoring dynamic dataset generated

during operations on the bug report) to predict bug lifetime. Panjer divided the time to

resolve into 7 time slices i.e., 1.4 days, 3.4 days, 7.5 days, 19.5 days,52.5 days,156 days,

and more than 156 days. His model can predict bug lifetime only with 34.9% accu-

racy using Logistic Regression learner. Giger et al. [31] Constructed machine learning

models to predict whether a bug will be fixed fast or take more resolution time using

decision tree learner. Giger et al. studied 6 projects namely Eclipse JDT, Mozilla Core,

Gnome GStreamer, Eclipse Platform, Mozilla Firefox, and Gnome Evolution. Giger et

al. divided the time to resolve into 5 time slices i.e., 1 day, 3 days, 1 week, 2 weeks, 1

month. Giger et al. achieved an AUC of 0.74 for predicting fast fixed bugs in the Eclipse

project.

There are other studies that predict the time taken to finally resolve a bug. All these

studies take different fixing time slice thresholds. Kikas et al. [51] built models on 4,000

Github projects to predict whether or not a bug will get closed within a given time from

various time spent points in a bug lifecycle. They use static as well as dynamic features

in their study. They divided the time to resolve into 7 time slices i.e., 1 day, 7 days, 14

days, 30 days, 90 days, 180 days, and 365 days. They produced a model with a maxi-

mum AUC of 0.69 from the observation time (point in bug lifetime when the prediction

is made) of 180 days. They found that observing an issue by extending the bug life cycle

increases the predictive power of the model. Their study highlights the importance of

dynamic and contextual features in fixing time prediction pipelines. Marks et al. [59]
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used Random Forest learner to predict the fix-time for bugs. They divided the time to

resolve into three time slices i.e., < 3 months, < 1 year, and < 3 years. They observed

that using the Random Forest learner, they can correctly predict the fixing time of a

bug with a success rate of 65%.

In our chapter 4, we predict whether a pre/post-release reopened bug will get re-

solved rapidly/slowly. We use all projects hosted on JIRA as our studied dataset. Our

approach is different from prior work in the following ways 1) We consider the time

spent between when a bug is first reopened and when the bug is finally resolved, whereas

prior studies considered the time spent from bug creation to bug getting finally re-

solved. 2) We consider two time slices based on the time taken to resolve bug. Bugs in

the top 20% and bottom 20% of fix time are labeled as fast resolved and slow resolved

respectively, whereas prior studies considered time slices with predefined ranges.



CHAPTER 3

Revisiting reopened bugs in open source software projects

R
EOPENED bugs cause a loss of trust in the end-users regarding the quality of

a software system. Hence, predicting bugs that might be reopened could

be extremely helpful for software developers to avoid rework and avoid any

loss of trust. Shihab et al. conducted a study to predict reopened bugs using three open

source projects (i.e., Apache, Eclipse, and OpenOffice). Xia et al. further improved the

performance of reopened bug prediction pipelines using the same dataset as used by

Shihab et al. Moreover, other studies on reopened bug prediction focus only on the

Eclipse project, while open source projects and their associated reopened bugs have

dramatically increased over the years. In general, the insights from the prior reopened

bug studies were based only on three open source projects, and we observe that one

out of the three projects (i.e., Apache) even has a data leak issue – the bug status of

19
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reopened was included as training data to predict reopened bugs. In addition, prior

studies used an outdated prediction pipeline (i.e., with old techniques for construct-

ing a prediction pipeline) to predict reopened bugs. Therefore, we revisit the reopened

bugs study on a large scale dataset consisting of 47 projects tracked by JIRA using a

modern prediction pipeline that makes use of modern techniques such as SMOTE, and

permutation importance together with 7 different machine learning models. We study

reopened bugs using a mixed methods approach (i.e., we conduct both a quantitative

and qualitative study). We find that: 1) Using the modern pipeline, only 34% projects

give an acceptable performance with AUC ¾ 0.7. 2) We identify four major reasons for

a bug getting reopened, that is, technical (i.e., patch/integration issues), documenta-

tion, human (i.e., due to incorrect bug assessment), and reasons not shown in the bug

reports. 3) In projects with an acceptable AUC, 94% of the reopened bugs are due to

patch issues (i.e., the usage of an incorrect patch). We encourage future research to

leverage the rich data available during and after a bug is reopened, as such data was

not previously used in understanding reopened bugs.

3.1 Introduction

Fixing bugs is an important part of software development. Generally, a bug is resolved

and closed after the bug is fixed. However, sometimes a bug needs to be reopened.

Mi and Keung [64] observed that around 6–10% of the bugs are reopened in four open

source projects from the Eclipse product family. If a fair number of fixed bugs get re-

opened, it is an indication of instability in the software project [120]. Reopened bugs

consume more time to resolve than normal bugs by a factor of 1.6–2.1 [64]. Reopened

bugs cause extra rework effort for development teams [65]. Moreover, reopened bugs
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also lead to a loss of end-users trust in the quality of the software [83]. Figure 3.1 shows

a reopened bug1. In this bug, initially, the bug was non-reproducible; however, later

the developer reopened the bug. The bug was in the reopened state for more than three

years without any activity and later the bug was labeled as won’t fix.

Figure 3.1: Historical events in a reopened bug

Therefore, to avoid the reopening of a bug, prior studies proposed models to pre-

dict if a bug will be reopened (i.e., reopened bug prediction pipelines). For example,

Shihab et al. [84] studied the reopening likelihood of a bug based on four dimensions

of features (i.e. work habits, bug report, bug fix, and team dimension). They stud-

ied three projects (i.e. Apache, Eclipse, and OpenOffice) using 44,317 non-reopened

bugs and 11,745 reopened bugs. Xia et al. [105] proposed the ReopenPredictor2 and

1https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/MAPREDUCE-6378
2https://github.com/xin-xia/reopenBug

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/MAPREDUCE-6378
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further improved the performance of the reopened bug prediction pipeline using the

same dataset as used by Shihab et al. Moreover, other studies on reopened bug pre-

diction focused only on the Eclipse project, while there is a dramatic increase in the

number of open source projects and their associated bugs over the years. However,

when we examined the bug reports from the data shared by Shihab et al. and Xia et

al., we observed that one out of the three projects (i.e., Apache project) has a data

leak issue [48, 96] – the bug status of reopened was included as training data to pre-

dict reopened bugs. Therefore, if we discount the findings from the Eclipse project,

the findings of the prior studies are effectively based on only two projects (i.e., Eclipse,

and OpenOffice). Furthermore, all these prior studies used an old prediction pipeline

and with time, the techniques for prediction pipelines have improved. For instance,

no prior study in reopened bug prediction tuned the hyperparameters of their studied

model, which could, in turn, improve the prediction performance of the constructed

reopened bug prediction pipelines [74, 90]. No prior study in reopened bug predic-

tion performed correlation and redundancy analysis on the independent features of

their dataset to remove correlated features; however, several recent studies have used

correlation and redundancy analysis on their dataset prior to training the prediction

pipeline [24, 43, 54, 60, 73, 74, 90]. This motivated us to perform a large scale study of

the likelihood of reopening a bug using a modern prediction pipeline. In our study, we

answer the following research questions.

RQ1: How well do bug reopen models generalize?

Motivation: Prior studies on determining the likelihood of reopening a bug by

Shihab et al. [84] and later by Xia et al. [105]were based only on three projects (i.e.,

Apache, Eclipse, and OpenOffice). Moreover, the other two studies by Shihab et
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al. [83] and by Xia et al. [106] on reopened bug prediction were based only on one

project (i.e., Eclipse). While examining their used dataset, we observe that out of

their three studied projects, one project (i.e., Apache) has a data leak issue, imply-

ing that the prior findings on reopened bugs prediction are effectively based on only

two projects (i.e., Eclipse, and OpenOffice). In addition, all these studies were con-

ducted 6–10 years ago, while open source projects are growing in the meanwhile.

Furthermore, several experimental components (such as the use of Decision Tree

learner, class re-weighting and re-sampling strategy for handling class imbalance,

and top node analysis for generating feature importance of the prediction pipeline)

that prior studies used to build a reopened bug prediction pipeline have since then

been shown to be not as effective. The use of the latest techniques, such as hyper-

parameters tuning, correlation and redundancy analysis, SMOTE for handling class

imbalance, multiple models, feature encoding, and permutation importance anal-

ysis for generating feature importance, are found to be more effective for building

a prediction pipeline [2, 5, 27, 43, 60, 90, 91]. Moreover, after Shihab et al. and Xia

et al.’s studies, no subsequent study revisited the reopened bug prediction prob-

lem with these pipeline improvements in mind. Therefore, in this RQ, we revisit

the prior findings of reopened bug prediction through a large scale study of 47 new

projects that we collect from JIRA as we outline in Section 3.2 and with the latest

techniques for building prediction pipelines to determine the likelihood of a bug

being reopened.

Results: Using the updated pipeline, we observe that across the 47 studied projects,

at best we are able to achieve an acceptable AUC (¾ 0.7) on 34% (16/47) of the
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projects. Furthermore, reopened bug prediction pipelines constructed with Ran-

dom Forest and Gradient Boosting learners yield an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) on more

studied projects than the model constructed with other learners. Finally, with our

large scale study, we observe that number of comments is the most important fea-

ture in predicting the reopening likelihood of a bug. Such a finding contrasts with

the findings observed by Shihab et al. where they found that the comment text is

the most important feature in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug.

RQ2: Why do bugs get reopened?

Motivation: Zimmermann et al. [120] observe that understanding bug reopen-

ing helps in understanding various software development tasks such as identifying

areas that need better tool support and improving the bug triage process. From the

findings in RQ1, we observe that 34% of our studied projects can be leveraged with

confidence for providing insights about reopened bugs. In addition, we observe

that interpreting the reopened bug prediction pipeline constructed on projects with

an acceptable AUC, the generated insights were coarse. For example, by interpret-

ing the reopened bug prediction pipeline on the dataset with an acceptable per-

formance, we could only identify that number of comments and comment text as

the top two most important features in determining the likelihood of reopening a

bug. However, such insights do not provide any actionable suggestions that can

be used to either prevent bug reopening or identify the potential root cause of re-

opened bugs. Moreover, we observe that some developers pointed out the rationale
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of why a bug was reopened when they reopened the bug. For example, in a bug re-

port3 (ID: 4112) for the Apache Accumulo project, the bug was considered as non-

reproducible initially and was resolved but later a developer reopened the bug and

at the same time noted that “Reopening, because the changes for this should either

be reverted or another solution should be applied.” Therefore, in this RQ, we inves-

tigate the rationale behind why bugs are reopened by leveraging the whole history

of a bug report. In addition, we investigate if the reasons for reopening a bug differ

between the projects on which the constructed reopened bug prediction pipelines

have an acceptable versus poor performance.

Results: Through a mixed methods approach, we identify that in 63.1% and 86.7%

of the reopened bugs, developers post comments during and after the reopening

respectively, and in 77.6% of the reopened bugs, the reason to reopen a bug is iden-

tified either during or after the bug reopening. Through a qualitative study of 370

samples of reopened bugs (with a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence in-

terval), we identify four categories of reasons for reopening a bug, that is, tech-

nical (i.e., patch/integration issues), documentation (i.e., updating fields of a bug

report), human (i.e., incorrect assessment by a developer), and no stated reason

in the reopened bug report. In addition, through our qualitative study, we observe

that in projects with an acceptable AUC, 94% of the reopened bugs are due to patch

issues and a negligible proportion of 4% bugs are reopened due to integration is-

sues, whereas in projects with a poor AUC, apart from patch issues (66%), bugs are

reopened due to integration issues (22%).

Based on our findings, we encourage developers to carefully examine their patches

3https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4112

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4112
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for bug fixing, e.g., by testing the patches thoroughly before closing the bugs, as the

most common reasons for reopening bugs are technical issues (i.e., patch/integration

issues). Also, we suggest that bug tracking systems should enable developers to edit

certain fields of bug reports without requiring the reopening of a bug, as 24.3% of our

manually studied reopened bugs are reopened due to documentation (bookkeeping)

issues.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the data collec-

tion processes. Section 3.3 discusses our case study. Section 3.4 presents a discussion

about our findings. Section 3.5 presents the threats to the validity of our study. Finally,

Section 3.6 discusses the conclusion of this chapter.

3.2 Data Collection

We describe our data collection process in this section. For revisiting the reopened

bugs study on a large dataset, we collect 47 projects from JIRA (we refer to them as the

JIRA dataset) and map all the features of the Bugzilla dataset that are also present in

the JIRA dataset. In Section 3.2.1, we describe the data collection processes of the JIRA

dataset. The JIRA dataset contains categorical (i.e., nominal), numeric, boolean, and

text features. We discuss these features in detail in Section 3.2.1, and in Section 3.2.2

we discuss our process to clean the collected data.
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3.2.1 Collecting the JIRA dataset

We study the reopened bugs that are tracked by JIRA. We use the JIRA REST API4 to

collect the JIRA bugs. We collected all the bugs that were ever reopened across all

projects available in JIRA. For non-reopened bugs, we collected all the bugs which were

either closed or resolved but were never reopened. In total, we collected 388,404 non-

reopened bugs and 25,376 reopened bugs across 589 projects. All the features except

the number of files in the fix were collected using the JIRA REST API. We used Pydriller5

to collect the number of changed files in the corresponding GitHub repositories using

the approach outlined by Vieira et al. [101]. Table 3.1 shows the 20 features that we

collected for our study. Note that the features (i.e., platform, severity, severity changed

and number in the CC list) are not present in the JIRA. We further filter the studied

projects using two criteria: 1) we select the top 50 projects in JIRA based on the com-

mitters count6, 2) We remove the projects that do not have at least 10 reopened bugs.

By applying these two criteria, we end up with 47 projects to study (including 178,636

non-reopened bugs and 9,993 reopened bugs). While computing the value of features,

we ignore all events in the bug report that occur at the time of reopening the bug or

after reopening the bug, to prevent any data leak issue. For example, for the comment

text feature, we only considered those comments that were posted before the reopen-

ing of each studied bug.

4https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/intro/
5https://pydriller.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
6https://projects.apache.org/projects.html?number

https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/intro/
https://pydriller.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://projects.apache.org/projects.html?number
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Table 3.1: The features that we use in our reopened bug prediction pipeline

Category Shihab et
al. features

Our features
(JIRA)

Type Explanation

Work habits

Time Time Nominal Time (morning, afternoon, evening, night) at
the time of first closing of the bug.

Weekday Weekday Nominal Day of the week at the time of first closing of
the bug.

Month day Month day Numeric Day of the month at the time of first closing
of the bug.

Month Month Numeric Month at the time of first closing of the bug.
Day of year Day of year Numeric Day of year at the time of first closing of the

bug.

Bug report

Component Component Nominal The component of the bug.
Platform - - -
Severity - - -
Priority Priority Numeric The priority of the bug.
Number in
the CC list

- - -

Description
size

Description
size

Numeric The number of words in the description.

Description
text

Description
text

Text The text of the description.

Number of
comments

Number of
comments

Numeric The number of comments in the bug.

Comment
size

Comment
size

Numeric The number of words in the comments.

Comment
text

Comment
text

Text The text of the comments.

Priority
changed

Priority
changed

Boolean Whether priority changed.

Severity
changed

- - -

Bug fix
Time days Time days Numeric The time it took to close the bug.
Last status Last status Nominal The last status when the bug was first closed.
Number of
files in the
fix

Number of
files in the fix

Numeric The number of files in the fix.

People

Reporter
name

Reporter
name

Nominal The name of the reporter of the bug.

Fixer name Assignee
name

Nominal The name of the assignee of the bug.

Reporter
experience

Reporter
experience

Numeric The number of bugs that the reporter has re-
ported before reporting this bug.

Fixer expe-
rience

Assignee
experience

Numeric The number of bugs assigned to the assignee
before this bug.
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3.2.2 Pre-processing features

Figure 3.2 shows the steps we followed to collect bug reports and how we process the

data. Our dataset contains two text features, i.e., the description text and comment text.

We pre-processed the text features similar to prior studies [25, 47, 98]. The comments

and description of a bug report contain URLs. We replace them with a placeholder

token to simplify the representation of URLs [38]. Developers add code blocks in the

description or comments of a bug report. To simplify our text pre-processing, we re-

place code blocks with a placeholder token. Error logs and stack traces are processed

similarly, i.e., by replacing them with a placeholder token. We then remove all the stop

words as they do not contribute much to the context of reopened bugs [87]. We then

use the NLTK package7 to stem the text to reduce the different forms of each word in

a bug report [34, 62, 88]. Finally, we use the pre-processed text in our reopened bug

prediction pipeline together with the other features that are categorical (e.g., compo-

nent, last status, and assignee), numeric (e.g., month, description size, and number of

comments), or boolean (e.g., priority changed).

3.3 Case Study Setup and Results

In this section, we describe our case study results based on our new dataset to study

reopened bugs. We first use the new JIRA dataset to predict reopened bugs (in Section

3.3.1). Then we analyze the studied bugs to understand the rationale for reopening a

bug report (in Section 3.3.2). For each RQ, we provide the motivation, approach, and

results of the RQ.

7https://www.nltk.org/

https://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 3.2: Workflow of data collection and pre-processing

3.3.1 RQ1: How well do bug reopen models generalize?

Motivation: Prior studies on determining the likelihood of reopening a bug by Shihab

et al. [84] and later by Xia et al. [105] were based only on three projects (i.e., Apache,

Eclipse, and OpenOffice). Moreover, the other two studies by Shihab et al. [83] and

by Xia et al. [106] on reopened bug prediction were based only on one project (i.e.,

Eclipse). After examining the dataset used by these prior studies, we observe that out

of their studied three projects, one project (i.e., Apache) has a data leak issue – the bug

status of reopened was included as training data to predict reopened bugs. Hence, prior

findings on determining the likelihood of reopening a bug were effectively based only
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on two projects. In addition, these prior studies were conducted 6–10 years ago. Sev-

eral experimental components that the prior studies used to build a prediction pipeline

have since then been shown to be not as effective when building a prediction pipeline.

For example, prior studies on reopened bug prediction did not tune the hyperparame-

ters of their used model. However, several recent studies show that tuning the hyperpa-

rameters of a model is pivotal to ensure its optimal performance and interpretation [27,

90, 91]. Furthermore, prior studies [84]used a class re-weighting and re-sampling strat-

egy to deal with the class imbalance issue that is present in the projects. However, sev-

eral recent studies have shown SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique)

to be a more effective method for class re-balancing [2, 90]. Prior studies [84] used top

node analysis with a Decision Tree learner for generating feature importance of their

model; however, recent studies show that the results of top node analysis can be biased

since Decision Tree favors categorical features [5]. Moreover, prior studies [84, 105] did

not use feature encoding with the latest and more widely used encoding techniques

[17] such as one-hot encoding to encode the categorical features.

After Shihab et al. and Xia et al.’s study, no subsequent study revisited the reopened

bug prediction problem with these pipeline improvements in mind. Therefore, in this

RQ, we revisit their findings on a large scale study of 47 new projects that we collect

from JIRA as we outline in Section 3.2 and with the latest techniques for building re-

opened bug prediction pipeline to determine the likelihood of bug reopening.

Approach: We construct our reopened bug prediction pipeline in this RQ. Figure 3.3

shows the prediction pipeline that we use to construct our reopened bug prediction

pipeline. We discuss each step of the pipeline in detail below.
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Figure 3.3: Reopened bug prediction pipeline

Step 1: Correlation and redundancy analysis. Tantithamthavorn et al.

[90] outlines that presence of correlated and redundant features might re-

sult in affecting the computed feature importance ranks of a model. There-

fore, similar to prior studies [24, 43, 54, 60, 73, 74, 90], we perform a corre-

lation and redundancy analysis on the independent features of our dataset

to remove correlated features using the implementation provided by Au-

tospearman method of Rnalytica8 R package [54, 90, 113]. We use a default

value ofρ for the Spearman correlation coefficient threshold to remove the

correlated features.

Step 2: Splitting the collected dataset into training/testing sets. We split

the collected dataset into training and testing sets using 10-times-stratified

8https://rdrr.io/github/software-analytics/Rnalytica/man/AutoSpearman.html

https://rdrr.io/github/software-analytics/Rnalytica/man/AutoSpearman.html
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10-fold cross-validation as opposed to 10-times 10-fold cross-validation

used by Shihab et al. In stratified 10-fold cross-validation, the whole dataset

is split into 10 folds in such a way that each fold contains the same per-

centage of all class labels as in the overall dataset. Each fold is then used to

test the model performance and the remaining 9 folds are used for train-

ing the model. We repeat this process 10 times. Therefore, for each itera-

tion 10 performance and feature importance measures are generated and

an overall 100 performance and feature importance measures are gener-

ated on each studied project. For more details of the stratified k-fold cross-

validation, please refer to Zeng et al. [116]. We choose 10-times-stratified-

10-fold cross-validation in particular because our studied dataset is im-

balanced, and stratified k-fold cross-validation helps preserve the original

class distribution of the data [7, 36].

Step 3: Feature encoding.

Step 3.1 Categorical features encoding. We encode the categorical fea-

tures in the dataset using one-hot feature encoding to transform categor-

ical features present in the dataset into numeric features to be used as an

input to train the model [119]. We employ one-hot feature encoding as op-

posed to simply converting the categorical features to numeric features as

Shihab et al.; Cerda et al. [17] stated that one-hot feature encoding is one of

the latest and more widely used categorical feature encoding procedure.

One-hot encoding creates a separate boolean column for each category

of the categorical features. These columns are then passed along with the

other numeric columns to the next step.
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Step 3.2 Cyclical features encoding. For the feature weekday we use cycli-

cal encoding as feature weekday values are cyclic in nature [37].

Step 3.3 Textual features encoding. We use the TF-IDF (term frequency-

inverse document frequency) vectorization [71] to encode the two text fea-

tures (i.e., comment text and description text) that are present in the studied

datasets similar to several prior studies [12, 61, 71, 75]. TF-IDF works by as-

signing a higher weight to a word if that word appears many times within

a small number of documents. Similarly, TF-IDF assigns a lower weight to

a word, when the given word appears fewer times in a document. TF-IDF

assigns the lowest weight to a word if that given word appears in almost all

the documents [21]. We use the training data in each iteration to build our

TF-IDF model and use the trained TF-IDF model to generate the TF-IDF

scores for text features in the testing data.

After transforming the text features with TF-IDF, we encode the text fea-

tures as probabilities with a Naive Bayes learner similar to the prior study

[63, 84, 117]. Because using only TF-IDF creates a column in the dataset

for each word present in the dataset. Such an encoding might drastically

increase the number of studied features and cause our reopened bug pre-

diction pipelines to overfit the studied datasets. Furthermore, when we

interpret the constructed reopened bug prediction pipelines, we are more

interested in observing the importance of the studied text features (i.e., the

comment text and description text) in predicting if a bug would be reopened

(rather than the individual words). Therefore, we train two Naive Bayes

learners on the training data.
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Step 4: Model construction.

Step 4.1 Handling class imbalance for the reopened bug prediction pipeline.

Since the dataset for determining the likelihood of reopening a bug is im-

balanced (i.e., fewer reopened bugs as compared to non-reopened bugs),

we used the SMOTE technique to rebalance the training dataset [58]. SMOTE

is an oversampling approach in which the minority class is over-sampled

by generating synthetic samples [18]. Shihab et al. used a class re-weighting

and re-sampling strategy to deal with the class imbalance present in the

dataset. However, we choose SMOTE for handling class imbalance as re-

cent studies show that SMOTE is a more effective method for class re-balancing [2,

90].

Step 4.2 Training the model. We use the training set to train the reopened

bug prediction pipeline. In our analysis, we use 7 commonly used learners

in software analytics as mentioned in Table 3.2. We choose these learners

in particular as a recent study by Agrawal et al. [1]notes, Decision Tree, Ran-

dom Forest, Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naive Bayes, and K-nearest

neighbors (KNN) are five of the most commonly used learners in software

analytics. In addition, we also include Gradient Boosting and Adaboost

learners as they are also commonly used in several software analytics stud-

ies [29, 90, 91].

Step 4.3 Tuning the hyperparameters of the learner. We use a grid search

[81]based hyperparameters tuning to optimize the performance of the learner.

Grid search exhaustively considers all combinations of parameter values

used to train the model and chooses the parameter that yields the best
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Table 3.2: Overview of the used hyperparameters in our study. The default values are
shown in bold. Randuniform denotes drawing random samples from a uniform distri-
bution, and intranduniform denotes denotes drawing random samples from a uniform
distribution and converting them to their nearest integer value.

Learner Parameter name Parameter description Parameter range
Random
Forest

n_estimators The number of trees in the forest. (100, randuniform(50, 150))

criterion The function for measuring the split
quality.

(gini, entropy)

min_samples_split The minimum samples needed to split
a node.

(2,randuniform(0.0, 1.0))

Gradient
Boosting

n_estimators The number of boosting stages to per-
form.

(100, randuniform(50, 150))

min_samples_leaf The minimum samples needed to be at
a leaf node.

(1, randuniform(1, 10))

Logistic Re-
gression

penalty To specify the norm used in the penal-
ization.

(l1,l2)

tol The tolerance for the stopping criteria. (1e-4, randuniform(0.0,0.1))
C The inverse of regularization strength. (1, randint(1,500))

Adaboost n_estimators The maximum number of estimators at
which the boosting is terminated.

(50, randuniform(50, 150))

Multinomial
Naive Bayes

alpha The additive smoothing parameter. (1, randuniform(0, 1))

Decision
Tree

splitter Choosing strategy for splitting at each
node.

(best, random)

criterion The function for measuring the split
quality.

(gini, entropy)

min_samples_split The minimum samples needed to split
a node.

(2, randuniform(0.0,1.0))

KNN n_neighbors The number of neighbors. (5, randint(2, 25))
weights The weight function used in prediction. (uniform, distance)
p Power parameter. (2,randint(1,15))
metric The distance metric to use for the tree. (minkowski, chebyshev)

performance (we use AUC) for the constructed reopened bug prediction

pipeline. Shihab et al. used a Decision Tree learner without tuning the

hyperparameters to build their reopened bug prediction pipeline. Several

prior studies do not tune the hyperparameters of their model [11, 29, 31,

73, 105]. However, recent studies show that tuning the hyperparameters

of a model is pivotal to ensure its optimal performance and interpreta-

tion [1, 27, 90, 91].
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Step 5: Model performance evaluation. In this step, we measure the per-

formance of various models on determining the likelihood of reopening

a bug. We choose the AUC measure because the AUC measure is both

threshold-independent and class imbalance insensitive. Several prior stud-

ies recommend the usage of AUC performance measure to evaluate the

performance of the models in software analytics studies [30, 55, 73, 74, 91].

We find the performance of the reopened bug prediction pipeline on a given

project to be acceptable if on the given project mean AUC value of the

constructed reopened bug prediction pipeline across the 100 iterations is

greater than 0.7 [3, 45, 66, 97]. Otherwise, we deem the performance of the

reopened bug prediction pipeline as poor.

Step 6: Ranking important features. To generate the feature importance

in predicting the reopened bugs, we use the permutation feature impor-

tance method [5]. We use the permutation feature importance method

over the top node analysis used by Shihab et al. for the following reasons.

First, Shihab et al. compute the feature importance ranks on re-balanced

datasets. Second, the results of top node analysis can be biased since the

Decision Tree favors categorical features [5]. To avoid these shortcomings,

we use a permutation feature importance method. The permutation fea-

ture importance method works as follows. First, we compute the perfor-

mance of reopened bug prediction pipeline. We then randomly permute

the values of each feature at a time and compute the model’s performance

to note how much performance drop does permuting a feature encoun-

ters when compared to the model built on all the features whose values are
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not permuted. A larger drop in performance due to the permutation of a

feature’s values signifies the high importance of that feature.

For computing the feature importance ranks, we use the dataset as it is to

train the model (i.e., we do not use SMOTE in feature importance analysis).

Tantithamthavorn et al. [90] find that using class re-balancing techniques

when computing feature importance ranks results may lead to wrong fea-

tures being considered as the important features. We compute the feature

importance ranks only on the projects on which the best performing re-

opened bug prediction pipelines have an acceptable AUC as Lipton; Chen

et al. [19, 57] argue that for a model to be interpreted, it needs to have an

acceptable performance. After this step for each iteration of training data,

feature importance scores are obtained for each feature. More details of

the working of permutation feature importance method can be found in

Altmann et al. [5]. After generating the feature importance score, we com-

pute the features importance ranks using Scott-Knott ESD test [92]. These

ranks determine the order of importance of features in predicting the re-

opened bugs. We finally note the most common top two most important

features used by the best performing model across all the studied projects.

Results: Across the 47 studied projects, at best, we observe an acceptable AUC (¾0.7)

for 34% (16/47) of the projects. Table 3.3 shows the percentage of projects on which

our constructed reopened bug prediction pipelines deliver an acceptable AUC. We ob-

serve that at most we achieve an acceptable AUC only on 34% of the studied projects,

while on the remaining 66% projects a poor AUC (< 0.7) for predicting reopened bugs

is observed.
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Reopened bug prediction pipeline constructed with Random Forest and Gradi-

ent Boosting learners yield an acceptable performance on more studied projects

(AUC ¾ 0.7) than a pipeline with other learners. From Table 3.3, we observe that the

Random Forest learner and Gradient Boosting learner yield an acceptable AUC on 34%

of the studied projects. Whereas, the Decision Tree and KNN learners give an accept-

able AUC on only 10.6% of the projects. Such a result argues that future studies should

consider Random Forest and Gradient Boosting learners to construct reopened bug

prediction pipelines.

Table 3.3: Percentage of projects with which the constructed reopened bug prediction
pipeline with different learners yields an acceptable AUC

Model
Acceptable projects
(AUC¾ 0.7)
count (mean AUC)

Poor projects
(i.e., AUC< 0.7)
count (mean AUC)

Percentage of
the acceptable
projects

Random Forest 16 (0.78) 31 (0.63) 34%
Gradient Boosting 16 (0.77) 31 (0.63) 34%
Logistic Regression 14 (0.78) 33 (0.63) 29.8%
Adaboost 12 (0.79) 35 (0.63) 25.5%
Multinomial
Naive Bayes

8 (0.75) 39 (0.61) 17%

Decision Tree 5 (0.82) 42 (0.59) 10.6%
KNN 5 (0.76) 42 (0.58) 10.6%

For the projects with an acceptable AUC, the number of comments is the most

important feature. Such a result is in contrast with the findings by Shihab et al. who

found that comment text is the most important feature in determining the likelihood

of reopening a bug. We observe that using the best performing learner (i.e., Random

Forest), the number of comments is the most important feature to predict reopened

bugs in 31.3% of the projects with an acceptable AUC. We further find that the comment

text which Shihab et al. found to be the most important feature in 66.7% (i.e., two out of
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three) projects, is the most important feature in only 12.5% projects and second most

important feature in 31.3% projects.

Summary of RQ1

Using our updated reopened bug prediction pipeline onto 47 JIRA projects, we

find that only on 34% of the studied projects we are able to achieve an acceptable

AUC (¾ 0.7) for our constructed reopened bug prediction pipeline. Furthermore,

we observe that the Random Forest learner and Gradient Boosting learner give

the best AUC in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug. Finally, we also

observe that number of comments is the most important feature in determining

the likelihood of reopening a bug.

3.3.2 RQ2: Why do bugs get reopened?

Motivation: The reopened bug prediction interpretation generates coarse insights in

prior studies. For example, by interpreting the reopened bug prediction pipeline, we

could determine that number of comments and comment text are the top two most

important features in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug; however, such

insights do not provide any actionable suggestions that can be used to either prevent

bug reopening or identify the root cause of reopening bugs. Moreover, we observe that

some developers pointed out the rationale to reopen the bug during reopening the

bug. For example, Figure 3.4 shows a bug report9 (ID: 4112) for the Apache Accumulo

project. In this bug report, the bug was considered as non-reproducible initially and re-

solved but later a developer reopened the bug and at the same time commented about

their rationale for reopening the bug. However, comments which are provided either

9https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4112

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4112
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during bug reopening or after reopening a bug are not used in the reopened bug pre-

diction pipeline in order to prevent data leak. This useful data (i.e., events during and

post reopening bugs) can be analyzed using other approaches (such as a qualitative

analysis) to generate insights into reopened bugs. Therefore, in this RQ, we investigate

what are the rationale to reopen bugs. Moreover, since we observe in Section 3.3.1 that

only 34% of the studied projects give an acceptable AUC for predicting reopened bugs,

in this RQ, we also investigate if the reasons for reopening a bug differ between the

projects on which the constructed reopened bug prediction pipelines have an accept-

able and a poor performance. In order to better understand the rationale for reopening

bugs, we leverage the whole history of bug reports to understand the characteristics of

reopened bugs. We wish to gain insights into the challenges in building reopened bug

prediction pipelines to better understand and manage reopened bugs.

Figure 3.4: A bug report (ID: 4112) for the Apache Accumulo project, showing a com-
ment depicting the reason for reopening the bug at the same time when the bug is
reopened, hence this comment is not used in reopened bug prediction pipeline.

Approach: We use all the 9,993 reopened bugs from 47 projects in our analysis. A mixed
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methods approach is used (including both the quantitative and qualitative study ap-

proach) in our study. We initially perform a quantitative analysis to identify the co-

occurring changes at the time of reopening the bug. We then perform a qualitative

analysis to identify the reasons why bugs get reopened.

Quantitative study: The aim of the quantitative study is to identify what are all the

changes that occur in reopened bugs. For our quantitative study, we divide all the

changes that occur in the bug reports into three categories (i.e., before reopening, dur-

ing reopening, and after reopening). We consider all such events that occur before

reopening a bug as the before reopening category and all such events that occur at the

time of reopening a bug as the during reopening category. We consider all such events

that occur after a bug is reopened as the after reopening category. We extract all the

fields of changes during reopening a bug and identify the commonly occurring change

patterns.

Qualitative study: For our qualitative study, we first randomly select reopened bugs,

then conduct an open coding study [22] to understand the reasons that bugs get re-

opened.

There are 9,993 reopened bugs from the 47 projects on JIRA. Out of these bugs,

we selected a random sample of 370 reopened bugs. Our selection reaches a statis-

tically representative sample of all the reopened bugs associated with the 47 projects

with a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence interval [14, 118]. For our qualita-

tive study, we examine all the associated comments with our manually studied bugs,

i.e., comments before/during/after a bug is reopened. For example, in a bug report10

10https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FLEX-34059

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FLEX-34059
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(ID: 34059) for the Apache Flex project, a developer commented 40 minutes after the

bug was reopened that: “because the issue also happens with TextInputSkin (see ML

piotr.zarzycki ).”

Three researchers (i.e., A1, A2, and A3 with me being one of them) conducted a

manual study of tagging the reasons to reopen bugs. We aim to identify two labels, i.e.,

what is the reason to reopen a bug, and whether the rationale for reopening the bug

occurred before, during, or after the bug is reopened? We discuss the steps in the open

coding process below:

Step 1: Round-1 coding. We randomly select 50 bugs out of the 370 re-

opened bugs. We tag these bugs individually. Each researcher’s tagging

process is independent. We do not interfere in other researcher’s tagging

process.

Step 2: Discussion after Round-1 coding. After the first round, we ob-

tained around 23 tags. These tags are specific reasons to reopen a bug. We

then discuss to cluster these tags into categories of tags. After this meeting,

we finalize the tag categories for the Round-1 coding.

Step 3: Revisit Round-1 coding. After the discussion, we re-code the same

50 bugs with the updated tag categories.

Step 4: Round-2 coding. The remaining 320 bugs are used for the Round-

2 coding. A1, A2 and A3 are assigned with two-thirds of the remaining

bugs (i.e., 214 bugs) each, such that each bug is tagged exactly by two re-

searchers. We are allowed to add new tags if a bug can not be classified by

the existing Round-1 tag categories. Round-2 coding is also done individ-

ually by each researcher without the influence of other researchers. It took
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several hours for each one of the researchers to finish Round-2 coding.

Step 5: Discussion after Round-2 coding. After the Round-2 coding, we

discuss the results and resolve any disagreement. After this meeting, we

finalize the tags for our study.

Step 6: Revisiting Round-1 and Round-2 coding. After the discussion in

the previous round, we finally revisit all the bugs of Round-1 and Round-2

coding to update the new tags obtained after Round-2 coding. This step

took several hours for each researcher. This step is performed without the

interference of other researchers so as to maintain the independence of

decision while tagging bugs.

Step 7: Computing inter-researcher agreement. We use the tags to com-

pute the inter-researcher agreement. The inter-researcher agreement is a

measure to compute the agreement reached in tagging a bug. A bug re-

opening reason is considered as a match if both the researchers provide the

same tag for a bug and a mismatch if both the researchers provide different

tags for a bug. We compute the inter-researcher agreement using Krippen-

dorff’sα [8, 35]. The inter-researcher agreement for our study is 0.87 which

concludes that our qualitative analysis is reliable as prior studies use α ¾

0.8 as an indicator of reliable agreement [10, 56, 82, 99, 103].

Step 8: Dealing with disagreements. After coding all the bugs, we discuss

the disagreements among the researchers for bugs with different tags. If

a bug is tagged differently by two researchers, and they mutually do not

agree to a common tag, then the tag of the bug is determined by the third

researcher.
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For understanding the rationale for reopening a bug, we use four predefined cat-

egories (i.e., before reopening, during reopening, after reopening, and no evidence

found) as our tags. Each researcher tags the evidence for the reopened bugs that are

assigned to him when labeling the reasons.

After completing the above qualitative study, we study the distribution of reasons

for reopening bugs in projects with an acceptable AUC and projects with a poor AUC.

To determine the projects that have an acceptable AUC and a poor AUC in the reopened

bug prediction pipeline, we consider the findings from Section 3.3.1. For this study, we

classify the projects as acceptable and poor based on the best performing learner (i.e.,

Random forest) identified in Section 3.3.1. We label all the 370 manually studied re-

opened bugs based on the project category as reopened bug from acceptable project and

reopened bug from poor project. After labeling these 370 manually studied reopened

bugs, we observe that 80 reopened bugs have a project category tag as reopened bug

from acceptable project and the remaining 290 reopened bugs have a project category

tag as reopened bug from poor project. To compare the distribution of reasons to re-

open a bug in acceptable and poor projects, we need to use the same dataset as we

used to train the reopened bug prediction pipeline. In our reopened bug prediction

pipeline we only used the dataset before reopening the bug. Therefore, to compare

the distributions of reasons to reopen bugs in acceptable and poor projects, we only

use those bugs where the reason to reopen a bug was identified before reopening the

bug. From our first qualitative study, we had obtained the evidence tags for reopened

bugs with four predefined categories (i.e., before reopening, during reopening, after

reopening, and no evidence found). Using these evidence tags and project category

tags, we identified that 13 out of 80 reopened bugs with project category as reopened
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bug from acceptable project have evidence tag as before reopening, and 44 out of 290

reopened bugs with project category as reopened bug from acceptable project have ev-

idence tag as before reopening. Therefore initially, we consider only 13 reopened bugs

in acceptable projects and 44 reopened bugs in poor projects. However, this sample of

reopened bugs is too small for any meaningful conclusion from the study, therefore,

we added more samples in each project category (i.e., reopened bug from acceptable

project and reopened bug from poor project) of reopened bugs, until we obtained 50

reopened bugs with evidence tag as before reopening from acceptable projects and 50

reopened bugs with evidence tag as before reopening from poor projects.

Results: Reopened bugs have an average 2.4 number of other changes of the bug

report during bug reopening. Apart from the obvious change of reverting the reso-

lution (98.2%) and posting a comment (63%) at the time of reopening a bug, 12.2%

of our studied bugs are reassigned during reopening. From a qualitative study, we

observe that in 77.6% of the reopened bugs, the rationale for reopening is provided

either during or after the reopening event to support why a bug was reopened. Us-

ing our quantitative study, we identify all the field changes that occur in reopened

bug reports. Table 3.4 shows the distribution of field changes in the reopened bugs

in different time periods (i.e., before reopening, during reopening, and after reopen-

ing). While analyzing the reopened bugs, we observe that 19.2% of the reopened bugs

are reassigned at least once after being reopened. Yadav et al. [111] observe that re-

assigning bugs during bug fixing is not always harmful since bug reassignment can

involve knowledge transfer among developers. In our study, we observe that in 2.3%

(226 out of 9,993) of the reopened bugs, developers change the assignee of the bug and
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resolve/close the bug immediately, indicating that the bug was reopened solely for the

purpose of updating the assignee field of the bug report; however, the bug was already

fixed. For example, in a bug report11 (ID: 741) for the Apache Airvata project, the bug

assignee was changed while reopening the bug and the bug was immediately closed. In

9.9% (990 out of 9,993) of the reopened bugs, the developers change the assignee and

do not immediately close/resolve the bug, suggesting that the bug was not fixed and

re-assigned to another developer during reopening. For example, in a bug report12 (ID:

4640) for the Apache Accumulo project, the bug was re-assigned at the time of reopen-

ing the bug; however, the new assignee worked on the bug later and eventually resolved

the bug. Prior studies observe that with an increasing number of bug reassignments,

time to fix the bug also increases [33, 79]. The bug resolution process (i.e., during bug

reopening and after bug reopening) is rich and contains many insights about bug re-

opening activities; however, no prior study has used this dataset to generate insights

into bug reopening.

Table 3.4: The distribution of major field changes that occur in reopened bugs grouped
by before, during, and after reopening a bug.

Change field Before During After
Resolution 9,632 (96.4%) 9,810 (98.2%) 8,227 (82.3%)
Comment 9,371 (93.8%) 6,301 (63.1%) 8,666 (86.7%)

Assignee 4,956 (49.6%) 1,216 (12.2%) 1,916 (19.2%)
Fix version 5,053 (50.6%) 1,072 (10.7%) 4,962 (49.7%)

Attachment 3,750 (37.5%) 211 (2.1%) 2,104 (21.1%)
Link 2,144 (21.5%) 199 (2%) 1,796 (18%)

71.1% (i.e., 263 out of 370) of the manually studied reopened bugs, the rationale

11https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AIRAVATA-741
12https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4640

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AIRAVATA-741
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ACCUMULO-4640
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for reopening is provided at the time of reopening the bug. Table 3.5 shows the ratio-

nale with their bug count and proportion. For example, in a bug report13 (ID: 2197) for

the Apache OFBiz project, the developer posted a comment about reopening the bug

at the time of reopening the bug: “Reopened issue to re-examine the latest patch of CSS

changes to the bluelight theme.” In another example, a bug report14 (ID: 11429) for the

Apache Ignite project was reopened to update the resolution from fixed to duplicate,

which occurred at the same time as reopening the bug. In 6.5% (i.e., 24 out of 370) of

the studied reopened bugs, the rationale is provided after the bug is reopened. For ex-

ample, in a bug report15 (ID: 3598) for the Apache NetBeans project, after reopening

the bug the developer discussed that the patch did not work.

Although we observed in Section 3.3.1, that comment text is among the most im-

portant features in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug, many rationales in

the history of bug reports can’t be leveraged in determining the likelihood of reopen-

ing a bug as they occur mainly at the time of bug reopening or even after a bug was

reopened. However, we encourage future research to leverage this set of data (i.e., dur-

ing and after bug reopening) to alleviate the reopened bug management.

We identify four categories of reasons for reopening bugs, including technical

(i.e., patch/integration issues), documentation (bookkeeping), human, and no stated

reason. Table 3.5 shows the reason categories together with their number/proportion,

explanation, and examples. We discuss the reasons for reopening bugs below:

13https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/OFBIZ-2197
14https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/IGNITE-11429
15https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/NETBEANS-3598
16https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-14689
17https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AMBARI-14383
18https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-227
19https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-10589
20https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/STORM-190

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/OFBIZ-2197
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/IGNITE-11429
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/NETBEANS-3598
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-14689
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AMBARI-14383
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-227
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-10589
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/STORM-190
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Table 3.5: Different reasons for reopening the bugs based on various rationale cate-
gories (i.e., before bug reopening, during bug reopening and after bug reopening

Category Reason Explanation Example # projects Overall
count (%)

Before re-
opening
count (%)

During
reopen-
ing count
(%)

After re-
opening
count
(%)

Technical
Patch Bug is not fixed

by the patch.
Reopening, since it seems
this issue is causing prob-
lems with high load. Will
revert and test.16

37 202 (54.6%) 50 (13.5%) 142 (38.4%) 10 (2.7%)

Integr-
ation

Bug is reopened
because of an
issue during the
patch integra-
tion process.

This has been reverted, it
breaks unit tests.17

Docum-
entation

Update Bug is reopened
to update a field.

reopen to update
version18

31 90 (24.3%) 3 (0.8%) 78 (21.1%) 9 (2.4%)

Human Incorrect
assess-
ment

Bug is reopened
due to incorrect
assessment.

not a duplicate. Same
stack trace, but root cause
is different19

28 52 (14.1%) 4 (1.1%) 43 (11.6%) 5 (1.4%)

No
reason

No
reason

No reason was
found in the
bug report for
reopening.

Not A Problem20 15 26 (7%) - - -

Total 47 370
(100%)

57 (15.4%) 263
(71.1%)

24
(6.5%)

• Inline with common intuition, the majority (i.e., 54.6%) of our studied bugs are

reopened due to technical issues during the bug fixing processes, that is, the failure

of code patch and patch integration. More specifically, 41.6% (i.e., 154 out of 370) of

the reopened bugs are due to patch issues. Some of the major patch issues include

runtime errors, regression, code improvements, and code merge issues. For example,

a bug report21 (ID: 5206) for the Apache Flink project is reopened due to runtime ex-

ception. Patch issues can deprecate the quality of the system and hence need to be

fixed before resolving the bug. However, the above bug was not carefully tested be-

fore it was marked as fixed. During bug reopening, a developer pointed out that there

21https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FLINK-5206

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FLINK-5206
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is a runtime exception issue in the system and it took around 1.3 years to fix the re-

opened bug. In addition, 13% (i.e., 48 out of 370) of our studied reopened bugs are

due to integration failure. Integration issues include build failures, tests failure, flaky

tests22, and unit test failures. For example, in a bug report23 (ID: 346) for the Apache

Daffodil project, test cases failure leads to the bug reopening. In this bug, a developer

had already warned to test the fix before closing the issue; however, after closing the

bug, a developer found that test cases are failing leading to reopening the bug. It took

three days extra to resolve the issue, from the time the test cases failure issue was first

observed. Stolberg [89] suggested certain code integration testing techniques such as

running all unit tests with every build and developing unit tests for all new code that al-

low fixing bugs at a cheaper cost. We suggest the developer community to follow such

code integration testing techniques during the bug fixing process in order to avoid re-

opening a bug later due to integration issues.

• In 24.3% (i.e., 90 out of 370) of the studied reopened bugs, bugs are reopened due

to bookkeeping issues (i.e., updating a field in the bug report). Bug reports have var-

ious bug fields, such as version, assignee, and resolution. In order for developers to

update these bug fields, the bug needs to be reopened. We observe that 10.5% (i.e., 39

out of 370) bugs are reopened to update the fix version. For example, a bug report24

(ID: 480) for the Apache HAWQ project was reopened just to update its associated ver-

sion. Moreover, 7% (i.e., 26 out of 370) bugs are reopened to update the resolution. For

example, a bug report25 (ID: 1999) for the Apache Felix project was reopened and the

developer who reopened the bug posted a comment to point out that it was reopened

22https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/flaky-test
23https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/DAFFODIL-346
24https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-480
25https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FELIX-1999

https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/flaky-test
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/DAFFODIL-346
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-480
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/FELIX-1999
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to fix the resolution. 1.4% (i.e., 5 out of 370) bugs are reopened to update the assignee.

For example, in a bug report26 (ID: 3598) for the Apache Spark project, the bug was re-

opened to change its assignee. Bugs that are reopened to update the meta information

of a fixed bug can use other mechanisms to avoid any confusion with a reopened bug

due to technical issues. So far, technical issues and documentation issues are not dif-

ferentiated by prior studies in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug. New bug

features can be used to better identify reopened bugs due to technical issues instead

of documentation issues.

• In 14.1% (i.e., 52 out of 370) of our studied reopened bugs, bugs are reopened

due to an incorrect initial assessment. These bugs include cases where a bug was

wrongly assessed initially, leading to the reopening of the bug at a later stage. We ob-

serve that 3.8% (i.e., 14 out of 370) of our studied bugs were reopened since they were

wrongly classified as non-reproducible. In this case, if a developer is not able to re-

produce the bug, then he stops working on the bug and resolves the bug without fix-

ing it by considering the bug as non-reproducible. For example, in a bug report27 (ID:

2570) for the Apache Thrift project, a developer initially closed the bug by mentioning

“can’t reproduce ... feel free to re-open if new information becomes available”, but after

almost a month, another developer reopened the bug and fixed the bug. To handle

such issues, the reporter of the bug should provide detailed reproduction steps for as-

signees to work on the bug properly. 2.7% (i.e., 10 out of 370) of our studied bugs were

wrongly considered as a duplicate. For example, a bug28 (ID: 17024) for the Apache

26https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-3598
27https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/THRIFT-2570
28https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-17024

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-3598
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/THRIFT-2570
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-17024
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Spark project is considered as a duplicate initially; however, after 8 days, another de-

veloper reopened the bug and started working on fixing the bug. Prior work [40] also

studied duplicate bug reports and found that in some projects almost a quarter of all

bugs are duplicate.

• In 7% (i.e., 26 out of 370) of our studied reopened bugs, we were not able to iden-

tify the reason for reopening the bug. In these bugs, developers do not provide any

rationale in the bug to identify the reason for reopening the bug. For example, in a bug

report29 (ID: 1152) for the Apache HAWQ project, no comment is provided at the time

of reopening the bug.

In projects with an acceptable AUC, almost 94% and a negligible 4% of the bugs

where the reason to reopen the bug was identified before reopening the bug are re-

opened due to patch issues and integration issues respectively; however, in projects

with a poor AUC, around 66% and 22% of the bugs where the reason to reopen the

bug was identified before reopening the bug are reopened due to patch issues and

integration issues respectively. Table 3.6 shows the distribution of reason categories

identified before reopening the bug together with their number/proportion for both

acceptable as well as poor projects. In the projects where we get an acceptable AUC

(i.e., acceptable projects), we manually classify the bugs with reasons before the re-

opening event. We observe that in 50 out of 330 randomly studied reopened bugs from

acceptable projects, the reason to reopen bugs was identified before bug reopening.

Out of these 50 bugs, there are 49 (98%) bugs where the reason to reopen a bug was

identified before bug reopening are reopened due to technical issues; however, no bug

is identified where the reason identified before bug reopening is due to documentation

29https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-1152

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-1152
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issues. For example, in a bug report30 (ID: 2626) for the Apache Cassandra project, the

developer comments before reopening the bug that “Thanks for your quick response.

I’m not sure but I think that the fix doesn’t work. Types of pendingFlush, sstables and

compacting objects are java.util.Collections.UnmodifiableSet. Those are not instances

of org.apache.commons.collections.set.UnmodifiableSet.” stating that the bug was re-

opened due to technical reasons. In projects with an acceptable AUC, a technical re-

opening reason can be identified before reopening events, suggesting that new fea-

tures that can characterize technical issues can be used in a reopened bug prediction

pipeline. Moreover, we observe that in 50 out of 313 randomly studied reopened bugs

from poor projects reason to reopen a bug was identified before bug reopening. Out

of these 50 bugs, 11 (22%) are reopened due to integration issues, this is higher than

the amount of bugs reopened due to integration issues (i.e., 4%) identified before bug

reopening in projects with an acceptable performance. Apart from bugs reopening in

projects with poor performance due to technical issues, 3 (6%) bugs where the reason

to reopen a bug was identified before bug reopening are reopened due to documenta-

tion issues. For example, in a bug report31 (ID: 15519) for the Apache Spark project, a

developer comments “I misclicked and resolved as Fixed instead of as Duplicate. Feel

free to edit.” Since bug reopening due to documentation issues is a type of trivial book-

keeping activity, we encourage future studies to remove the bug reopens due to docu-

mentation issues from their study of determining the likelihood of reopening a bug.

From the study using the before reopening bug dataset, we observe that 98% and

88% of bugs in projects with an acceptable and a poor performance respectively are

30https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CASSANDRA-2626
31https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-15519

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CASSANDRA-2626
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SPARK-15519
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reopened due to technical issues. All these reasons are identified by developer com-

ments, suggesting that comment text is an important feature in the study of reopened

bugs, which supports our finding in RQ1. From the study using during/after bug re-

opening dataset and before bug reopening dataset, we observe that in 77.6% of the

bugs the reason to reopen a bug is identified during/after reopening the bug, this is 5

times more than bug reopening reasons identified before (i.e., 15.4%) bug reopening,

indicating that 5 times more data can be leveraged while considering during/after bug

reopening dataset in future bug reopening studies. Moreover, it also signifies that use-

ful discussions (i.e., comments about bug reopening reasons) occur more frequently

during/after bug reopening than before bug reopening.

Table 3.6: Different reasons for reopening the bugs identified before bug reopening in
various project categories (i.e., acceptable, and poor)

Category Reason
Eviden-
ce time

Accep-
table per-
formance
projects

# Extra
reopened
bugs need-
ed in acce-
ptable
projects

Poor per-
formance
projects

# Extra
reopened
bugs need-
ed in poor
projects

Technical
Patch before 47(94%) 250 33 (66%) 23
Integration before 2 (4%) 250 11 (22%) 23

Documen-
tation

Update before 0 (0%) 250 3 (6%) 23

Human
Incorrect
assessment

before 1 (2%) 250 3 (6%) 23

No reason
No stated
reason

before - 250 - 23
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Summary of RQ2

In 77.6% of the reopened bugs, the reason to reopen a bug can be identified ei-

ther during or after a bug is reopened; however, this rich dataset (i.e., during and

after bug reopening) is never studied specifically. 54.6% of our manually studied

reopened bugs are due to technical issues (i.e., the initial patching/integration

process fails). 24.3% of our manually studied reopened bugs are due to docu-

mentation issues (i.e., updating a field of the bug). 14.1% of our manually studied

reopened bugs are due to human related issues (i.e., incorrect assessment). In

projects with an acceptable AUC, 94%, and 4% of the bugs where the reason to

reopen a bug is identified before bug reopening are due to patch issues and in-

tegration issues respectively, while in projects with a poor AUC, apart from patch

issues (i.e., 66%), bugs are reopened due to integration issues (i.e., 22%).

3.4 Discussion

Table 3.7 shows the findings of our study and their implications.

3.4.1 Implications for developers

Developers should use code integration testing techniques such as running all unit

tests with builds before resolving bugs in order to avoid bug reopening later due to

integration issues. We observe in RQ2 (Section 3.3.2) that 13% (i.e., 48 out of 370) of

the manually studied reopened bugs are due to the integration issues. Moreover, we

also observe in RQ2 that 22% of the bugs in projects with poor AUC are reopened due
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Table 3.7: Our major findings and their implications.

Audience Findings Implications
Developers 13% (i.e., 48 out of 370) of the

manually studied bugs are re-
opened due to the integration
issues and 22% (11 out of 50) of
the bugs in projects with poor
AUC are reopened due to inte-
gration issues.

Developers should use code in-
tegration testing techniques such
as running all unit tests with
builds before resolving bugs in
order to avoid bug reopening
later due to integration issues.

Researchers
63.1% and 86.7% bugs have
comments during and after
bug reopening respectively. In
77.6% bugs the reason to reopen
a bug is identified either during
or after reopening the bug.

Researchers should leverage data
from during/after bug reopening
to determine challenges in re-
opened bug management.

24.3% of the bugs are reopened
to update the fields of the bug
report.

Researchers should drop the sub-
dataset containing bug reports
reopened due to documentation
(i.e., bookkeeping) issues.

Prior studies on the prediction
of reopened bugs are based on
dataset with data leak issues.

Researchers should consider only
those events that occur before a
bug is reopened to predict re-
opened bugs.

to integration issues identified before bug reopening. These issues include build fail-

ure, tests failure, unit tests failure, flaky tests, and tests timed out. Some of these issues

can be handled during the bug fixing process, such as by executing unit tests locally

and only committing the patch when the unit tests pass. Developers can also use au-

tomated tools for verifying the test accuracy. Stolberg [89] suggested certain code inte-

gration testing techniques such as running all unit tests with every build and develop-

ing unit tests for all new code that allow fixing bugs at a cheaper cost. Developers can

use such techniques to resolve the bugs in order to avoid bugs getting reopened due to

integration issues. Other issues, particularly the build success can also be tested after
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committing the patch. However, developers may be careless in performing such tests,

or simply skip them to directly resolve the bugs. Additionally, we observe that there

is a varying trend among development teams in waiting for the build to succeed and

then resolving bugs. For example, in a bug report32 (ID: 4531) for the Apache Thrift

project, the developer waits for the build to succeed then resolves the bug. Whereas,

in a bug report33 (ID: 15977) for the Apache HBase project, the developer resolves the

bug immediately after committing the patch without waiting for the build to succeed,

later the build fails leading to reopening the bug. To avoid build failures in the master

branch, the developer can use a feature branch to test their patch before merging the

patch to the master branch. For example, in a bug report34 (ID: 1716) for the Apache

Geode project, the developer tests the patch in feature branch, and later the bug is re-

solved. A better mechanism to control the quality of test/build processes in bug fixing

is needed so that developers can avoid reopening bugs later on.

3.4.2 Implications for the researchers:

Researchers should leverage data from during/after bug reopening to better under-

stand the challenges surrounding reopened bug management. We observe in RQ2

(Section 3.3.2) that, 63.1% of bugs have comments during reopening, and 86.7% of

bugs have comments after bug reopening. These during and after reopening com-

ments which are not used in reopened bug prediction studies can be used to under-

stand developer discussions of reopened bugs in order to determine the cause of bug

32https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/THRIFT-4531
33https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-15977
34https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/GEODE-1716

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/THRIFT-4531
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-15977
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/GEODE-1716
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reopening and its remedy. For example, in a bug report35 (ID: 5011) for the Apache Zep-

plin project, the bug is reopened and later the developer comments “The build worked

after I changed -Pspark-3.0 to -Pspark-3.0.0. At the end I learnt that it had ignored -

Pspark-3.0.0 as an invalid option.” indicating the resolution of the reopened bug. In

addition, we observe that 77.6% of our manually studied bugs have reason to reopen

the bug during or after reopening the bug. A lot of this untapped data can be used to

understand the challenges faced by developers in reopened bugs.

Researchers should drop the sub-dataset containing bug reports reopened due

to documentation (i.e., bookkeeping) issues. We observe in RQ2 that one of the rea-

sons to reopen bugs is documentation issues. For example, in a bug report36 (ID: 889)

for the Apache HAWQ project, the developer reopened the bug to update the fix ver-

sion. Some bugs are reopened in order to change a trivial bug report field, whereas

other bugs are reopened in order to rework on the failed attempt to fix a bug. Bugs that

are reopened due to documentation issues must be exempt from the reopened bug

prediction pipeline in order for the prediction pipeline to predict more relevant bug

reopening activities.

Researchers should consider only those events that occur before a bug is reopened

to predict reopened bugs. We observe that in prior studies [84, 105], one out of three

studied projects (i.e., Apache project) has bugs with the last status as reopened to de-

termine the likelihood of reopening a bug. This is a data leak issue, and the bugs with

a data leak issue should not be considered in the prediction pipeline. We suggest the

research community carefully use data in prediction pipelines, especially in the case

when events occur sequentially.

35https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZEPPELIN-5011
36https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-889

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZEPPELIN-5011
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HAWQ-889
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3.5 Threats

3.5.1 External Validity

Our selection criteria involve the top 50 projects in JIRA based on the committers count.

The committers count criteria may not be the only metric to indicate the popularity of

projects. For example, some committers may not be active, leading to projects with

highly active but less number of committers. Future work can leverage other criteria

that can be used to select projects. The selection of our studied dataset has an impact

on the model performance and the feature importance analysis findings in our study.

3.5.2 Internal Validity

We study the reasons why bugs get reopened in RQ2 (Section 3.3.2). We select a sample

of bugs for our qualitative analysis by examining 370 bug reports from 9,993 reopened

bugs. Other bugs that are not part of our studied sample may contain reasons other

than what we identified in our analysis. However, we minimize the sample bias by se-

lecting a statistical representative sample with a 95% confidence level and a 5% confi-

dence interval. In our study, we do not claim to find all the reasons to reopen a bug. To

alleviate this threat, future research is encouraged to study a larger sample of reopened

bugs.

3.5.3 Construct Validity

We considered 7 learners (i.e., Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Logistic Regression,

Adaboost, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and KNN) to predict the reopened
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bugs. However, there are other learners that are not covered in determining the like-

lihood of reopening a bug. The selection of 7 learners for our study is motivated by

the study conducted by Agrawal et al. [1]. Agrawal et al. used five learners (i.e., Ran-

dom Forest, Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and KNN) for

their study, we also consider two more learners (i.e., Gradient Boosting, and Adaboost)

in our study as they are extensively used in prior prediction studies [29, 90, 91].

We use the AUC value of 0.7 as a threshold to determine projects with an acceptable

performance in determining the likelihood of reopening a bug. Changing the thresh-

old value can change the percentage of projects with an acceptable performance, and

impact the relative performance of different learners. However, we observe that many

prior studies consider 0.7 as an AUC threshold to be acceptable [3, 45, 66, 97].

3.6 Chapter Summary

A reopened bug can take considerably more time to fix, and developers can make a lot

of effort in fixing reopened bugs. In this chapter, we revisit reopened bug prediction on

a large dataset consisting of 47 projects tracked by JIRA and using an updated pipeline

for reopened bug prediction. We share the findings of our study: 1) Prior studies on

reopened bug prediction are based only on three projects (i.e., Apache, Eclipse, and

OpenOffice), and out of these projects, the Apache project has a data leak issue. Hence,

prior studies on predicting reopened bugs are effectively based only on two projects.

Moreover, these studies used old techniques for constructing a reopened bug predic-

tion pipeline, indicating that predicting a reopened bug is not a solved problem. 2)

Using our updated reopened bug prediction pipeline, we observe that only 34% of our

studied 47 projects have an acceptable performance (i.e., AUC ¾ 0.7) in determining
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the likelihood of reopening a bug. 3) For the projects where the reopened bug predic-

tion does not perform well, we propose researchers create new features representing

technical (i.e., specifically patch related) and documentation (i.e., bookkeeping) issues

and leverage them to predict reopened bugs.

Based on the findings in our study, we suggest the developer community follow

practices involving carefully examining the proposed patch and testing the build suc-

cess before resolving a bug. We also encourage future research to explore this new

venue of reopened bugs, e.g., by proposing new explanatory models to understand re-

opened bugs from leveraging the whole history of bug report and exploring insights

into fixing reopened bugs more efficiently.



CHAPTER 4

Studying post release reopened bugs in open source software

projects

Reopened bugs can be categorized into two categories based on release, that is, pre

release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. Post-release bugs are more

impactful than pre release bugs as they affect a large number of audience (i.e., clients)

as compared to only development team in case of pre release bugs. Rwemalika et al.

observe that post-release bugs need at least two times bigger chunks of changes as

compared to pre release bugs. However, no prior study on reopened bugs specifically

considered post-release reopened bugs for their analysis. Therefore, to further study in

this area, we perform analysis on reopened bugs by segregating them based on release.

We base our study on 23,350 reopened bugs from 462 projects hosted on JIRA. We first

62
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analyze the characteristics of pre release and post-release reopened bugs. Further-

more, we build prediction pipelines on post-release reopened bugs to predict which

of the post-release reopened bugs will get resolved rapidly and which of post-release

reopened bugs might get resolved slowly and thereby need more attention. We also

interpret these models and provide feature importance ranks for these models. We

find that: 1) Post-release reopened bugs are 2.6 times more abundant than pre release

reopened bugs. 2) For pre release reopened bugs the median rework time is twice as

much as post-release reopened bugs. 3) Pre-release reopened bugs take 57.7%, 84.6%,

and 87.6% less rework time than post-release reopened bugs when the bug is reopened

due to patch, integration, and incorrect assessment issues respectively. 4) We are able

to predict whether a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly (i.e., less than

3.3 minutes) or slowly (i.e., more than 4,538 hours) with an acceptable AUC of 0.78. 5)

Features related to developer comments (i.e., comments text, and comments size) and

bug description (i.e., description text) are among the top three most important features

to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly or slowly.

We observe that the required time to resolve pre and post-release reopened bugs

measured is dramatically different. Studying reopened bugs as a whole leads to biased

implications. Therefore, we encourage researchers to consider pre-release and post-

release reopened bugs separately in their analysis.

4.1 Introduction

Software maintenance activities are estimated to take almost 85%-90% of the software

life cycle cost [26]. Software developers tag the version of the release of the software

system using the affected version field in JIRA bug reports. A bug can be pre-release or
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post-release bug depending on when the software system’s affected version tagged to

the bug is released. If the affected version is tagged in a bug report before the release of

the software system, the bug is considered as a pre-release bug, if the affected version

is tagged in a bug report after the release of the software system, the bug is considered

as a post-release bug.

Reopening a bug across the software development life cycle can potentially affect

the reputation of software in different ways. For instance, in an example case A, a bug

is opened before the release of a software and it gets closed before the software is re-

leased. The bug is then reopened after the software is released. In this case, a user can

encounter this bug once in the field (after the release). In an example case B, if a bug is

opened after the release of a software and later it gets closed and reopened. A user en-

counters this bug twice in the field. In case A, the reputation of the software is affected

once due to the surfacing of the reopened bug; whereas in case B, the reputation of the

software is affected further due to the repeated surfacing of the reopened bug.

Resolving a post-release bug is critical for development teams since post-release

bugs affect a very large audience (i.e., clients). Post-release bugs are those bugs that

escaped to production [78]. It shows that these bugs bypassed the basic testing of the

software system. Rwemalika et al. [78] observe that post-release bugs need at least

two times bigger chunks of changes as compared to pre-release bugs and 66.7% of the

post-release bugs require changes in configuration files as compared to only 46% con-

figuration file changes in case of pre-release bugs. Therefore, it is important for the

research community to focus on post-release bugs.

Generally, bugs are worked upon and resolved finally, however, sometimes bugs

need to be reopened. Reopened bugs are considered as a disappointment to the end
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users in software development since it was advertised that a particular bug was fixed,

but in reality, it is otherwise and it needs to be reopened and reworked [64]. A pre-

release bug that is also reopened at any point of time is considered as a pre-release

reopened bug and a post-release bug that is also reopened at any point of time is con-

sidered as a post-release reopened bug. Figure 4.1 shows a post-release reopened bug

report1 (id: 2325) for the Apache Zookeeper project. In this bug, affected version 3.4.6 is

tagged to the bug at the time of bug creation (i.e., 18-Nov-2015). However, the affected

version was released earlier on 10-Mar-2014.

Prior studies focused on reopened bugs as a whole. Shihab et al. [83] conducted

an initial study to predict if a bug will get reopened in the Eclipse project. Shihab et

al.; Xia et al. [84, 105, 107] also built models on predicting if a bug will get reopened.

Mi and Keung [64] analyzed time spent in various statuses of reopened bugs from pre-

vious statuses (i.e., time to assign a bug, time to resolve a bug, time to reopen a bug).

However, traditional defect prediction studies consider pre-release and post-release

bugs separately in their analysis [49, 50, 80]. They consider post-release bugs to have

different characteristics than pre-release bugs and consider post-release bugs as more

important to be studied. By the same logic, analyzing reopened bugs as a whole in pre-

diction studies ignores the importance of post-release bugs and can introduce bias in

model performances and model interpretation w.r.t prediction pipeline based studies

for more critical post-release reopened bugs. As per our knowledge, no prior study fo-

cused on analyzing the reopened bugs based on their release. Therefore, it becomes

important to segregate the reopened bugs study based on release and independently

study characteristics of pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs.

All prior prediction studies on reopened bugs focused on predicting if a bug will

1https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-2325

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-2325
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Figure 4.1: A post-release reopened bug report (id: 2325) for the Apache Zookeeper
project.

get reopened. However, one of the goals of every development team is to provide a fix

to the reopened bug and resolve a reopened bug rapidly. Predicting if a post-release

reopened will get resolved rapidly/slowly can help software developers in taking deci-

sions about allocating more resources for resolving slow post-release reopened bugs.

Hence, it is also important to understand if we can predict which of the post-release re-

opened bugs will get resolved rapidly and which of post-release reopened bugs might

get resolved slowly and thereby need more attention. This motivated us to do a study to

find characteristics of pre-release and post-release reopened bugs and build a predic-

tion pipeline to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.

For our study, we consider all 23,350 reopened bugs from 462 projects in JIRA. We study

the following RQs:
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RQ1: What are the characteristics of pre-release reopened bugs and post-release re-

opened bugs?

Motivation: In software systems pre-release bugs and post-release bugs are han-

dled differently. Taking a cue from the software developers, research also focused

on handling pre-release and post-release bugs separately [49, 50, 80]. However,

no such distinction is made in prior studies on reopened bugs [83, 84, 105, 106].

Therefore, we determine whether it is fine to consider reopened bugs as a whole

in a reopened bugs study or whether segregating reopened bugs into pre-release

reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs is necessary. Most prior studies on

reopened bugs focused on predicting if a bug will get reopened [83, 84, 105, 106].

However, to determine how long a reopened bug takes to finally get resolved will

provide useful insights to development teams about bug resource allocation. More-

over, bugs can get reopened due to various reasons. However, no prior study fo-

cused on the analysis of distribution of these reasons to reopen bugs and the re-

work time of these reasons to reopened bugs on release based reopened bugs (pre-

release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs). Therefore, in this RQ, we

determine the characteristics of pre-release reopened bugs and post-release re-

opened bugs based on rework time, and analysis of rework time in the distribution

of reasons to reopen bugs.

Results: 44.2% (i.e., 13,705 out of 31,013) reopened bugs are post-release reopened

bugs, whereas only 16.9% (i.e., 5,249 out of 31,013) reopened bugs are pre-release

reopened bugs. For the pre-release reopened bugs, the median time taken for re-

work (i.e., from first reopened to final resolved) is 388.4 hours, whereas for the

post-release reopened bugs, the median time taken for rework is 189.1 hours. The
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median time difference between rework and initial (i.e., from bug creation to ini-

tial bug resolved) is 31.9 hours in pre-release reopened bugs as compared to 0.3

hours in post-release reopened bugs. Through a qualitative study of 100 pre and

post release reopened bugs each, we observe that in post-release reopened bugs,

technical-patch, technical-integration, and incorrect assessment related issues take

more than 271.1 hours, 1839.3 hours, and 4285 hours respectively to rework as com-

pared to pre-release reopened bugs. Bugs reopened due to documentation issues,

take less than eight minutes median time to rework in both pre and post-release

reopened bugs.

RQ2: Can models predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/s-

lowly with an acceptable performance?

Motivation: Rwemalika et al. [78] observe that post-release bugs require at least

two times bigger chunks of changes as compared to pre-release bugs. Prior studies

[23, 50, 52, 113] considered only post-release bugs for their analysis. Post-release

bugs garner more developer attention than pre-release bugs that’s why research

has focused on studying various aspects of post-release bugs such as their fixing

time [49, 50, 80]. In the context of reopened bugs, we observe in RQ1 that pre-

release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs are completely different in

a plethora of ways. For example, the median difference between time spent in re-

work and time spent in initial resolving of a bug is only 0.3 hours in case of post-

release reopened bugs as compared to 31.9 hours in case of pre-release reopened

bugs. However, prediction studies on reopened bugs studies take pre-release and

post-release reopened bugs together [83, 84, 105, 106]. However, this is in contrast
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with the traditional defect prediction studies where researchers don’t consider pre-

release bugs and post-release bugs together [49, 50, 80]. Prior studies of software

bugs are focused on predicting the lifetime of a bug [31, 51, 59, 72, 76]. However,

as per our knowledge, no prior study focused on predicting the resolving time of

reopened bugs. If we can predict well whether a post-release reopened bug will get

fixed rapidly or slowly, we can notify developers about slow resolving post-release

reopened bugs. The developers can then allocate more effort and resources to-

wards resolving post-release reopened bugs with slow resolving time and allocate

more resources towards those reopened bugs. Moreover, we also interpret the pre-

diction pipeline to understand what characteristics one can look for to identify if a

post-release reopened bug will get fixed fast or slow.

Results: At best we are able to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get re-

solved rapidly/slowly with an AUC of 0.78. Out of 7 studied learners (i.e., classifiers),

5 learners (i.e., Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Logistic Regression, Adaboost,

and Multinomial Naive Bayes) yield an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) to predict if a post-

release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Comments size, comments

text, and description text are among the top three important features in 100%, 80%,

and 60% of learners with an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) respectively.

We observe that the required time to resolve pre-release and post-release reopened

bugs is different. Prior studies on reopened bugs did not segregate pre-release and

post-release reopened bugs for their analysis. Studying reopened bugs as a whole leads
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to biased implications. Hence, we encourage the research community to consider pre-

release and post-release reopened bugs separately in their analysis. Moreover, post-

release reopened bugs are critical to resolve rapidly as they affect a very large audience

(i.e., clients). Hence, we recommend future researchers in this field analyze developer

comments in order to find reasons for the slow resolution of post-release reopened

bugs.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 showcases the data col-

lection and classification processes. Section 4.3 discusses our case study. Section 4.4

exhibits a discussion about our findings. Section 4.5 showcases the threats to the va-

lidity of our study. Finally, Section 4.6 provides the conclusion of the chapter.

4.2 Data Collection

We discuss our data collection, data preprocessing, and data classification approach

in this step. We collect reopened bugs dataset using JIRA bug REST API. In Section

4.2.1, we show the approach to collect the JIRA reopened bug dataset. We also collect

version release dataset using the JIRA version REST API. In Section 4.2.2 we present our

approach to collect the JIRA version release dataset. The JIRA reopened bug dataset

contains text features. In Section 4.2.3 we show the preprocessing steps to clean these

text features. In Section 4.2.4 we classify reopened bugs into pre-release reopened bugs

and post-release reopened bugs.
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4.2.1 Collecting JIRA reopened bug dataset

We study reopened bug projects hosted on JIRA. We utilize the JIRA bug REST API2 to

extract JIRA reopened bugs dataset. We collected all bugs that were ever reopened on

JIRA. We collected 23,350 reopened bugs from 462 projects. We use all the features

except Number of files in the fix from our previous study on the prediction of reopened

bugs (Tagra et al.). Feature Number of files in the fix is computed using Github project

repositories. Since we use all the 462 projects in our study, it is very difficult to manually

find the Github repository for each project. Hence, we ignore this feature in our study

of predicting if a release based reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Table 4.1

shows the 19 features that we collect for our study.

4.2.2 Collecting JIRA version release dataset3

We use the JIRA version REST API to extract JIRA version release dataset4. This REST

API requires project name as input to retrieve the release versions and dates. From

Section 4.2.1 we collected the project names of all 462 projects. We then used these

project names as an input to the JIRA version REST API and generate all release versions

for each project. Overall, we collected 12,605 version release data points. Each record

contains three fields i.e., project name, release version name, release date.

2https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/intro/
3https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Jira-questions/......

How-to-retrieve-all-Jira-project-releases-through-API/qaq-p/904556
4https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/

api-group-project-versions/#api-rest-api-2-project-projectidorkey-version-get

https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/intro/
https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Jira-questions/... ...How-to-retrieve-all-Jira-project-releases-through-API/qaq-p/904556
https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Jira-questions/... ...How-to-retrieve-all-Jira-project-releases-through-API/qaq-p/904556
https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/api-group-project-versions/#api-rest-api-2-project-projectidorkey-version-get
https://developer.atlassian.com/cloud/jira/platform/rest/v2/api-group-project-versions/#api-rest-api-2-project-projectidorkey-version-get
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Table 4.1: The features that we use in our prediction pipeline

Category Features
from our
prior study
(Tagra et
al.)

Our fea-
tures
(JIRA)

Type Explanation

Work habits

Time Time Nominal Time (morning, afternoon,
evening, night) during first re-
solving of the bug.

Weekday Weekday Nominal Day of the week during first resolv-
ing of the bug.

Month day Month
day

Numeric Day of the month during first re-
solving of the bug.

Month Month Numeric Month during first resolving of the
bug.

Day of year Day of
year

Numeric Day of year during first resolving of
the bug.

Bug report

Component Component Nominal The component of the bug.
Priority Priority Numeric The priority of the bug.
Description
size

Description
size

Numeric The number of words present in
the description.

Description
text

Description
text

Text The text of the description.

Number of
comments

Number
of com-
ments

Numeric The number of comments in the
bug report.

Comments
size

Comments
size

Numeric The number of words present in
the comments.

Comments
text

Comments
text

Text The text of the comments.

Priority
changed

Priority
changed

Boolean Whether priority changed.

Bug fix
Time days Time days Numeric The time it took to resolve the bug.
Last status Last

status
Nominal The last status when the bug was

first resolved.
Number of
files in the
fix

- - -

People

Reporter
name

Reporter
name

Nominal The name of the reporter of the
bug.

Assignee
name

Assignee
name

Nominal The name of the assignee of the
bug.

Reporter
experience

Reporter
experi-
ence

Numeric The number of bugs that the re-
porter has previously reported be-
fore reporting this bug.

Assignee
experience

Assignee
experi-
ence

Numeric The number of bugs assigned to
the assignee before this bug.
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4.2.3 Preprocessing JIRA reopened bug dataset features

Figure 4.2 shows the steps that we followed for data collection and preprocessing. Our

dataset holds two text features (i.e., comments text and description text). We prepro-

cessed these text features in line with the approach followed by prior studies [25, 47, 98].

Developer comments and description contain URLs. We substitute them with a repre-

sentative token to simplify URLs representation [38]. Developers post code blocks in

comments and description of bugs. To simplify our text features, we substitute code

blocks with a representative token. We process error logs and stack traces similarly

by substituting them with a representative token. We also prune uninformative words

such as words with length less than three characters and words containing numeric

characters. We remove stop words in order to give more focus to important words [87].

We then perform stemming using NLTK package5 in order to reduce different forms of

a word [34, 62, 70, 88]. Finally, we use these two preprocessed text features in addition

to the other input features discussed in Table 4.1 to train the model.

4.2.4 Classifying reopened bugs into pre-release reopened bugs and

post-release reopened bugs

JIRA bug reopened dataset contains features related to software bugs. JIRA bug also

contains a field called affected version that determines the software version/s affected

by the bug. The information about the release date of the affected version is contained

in JIRA version release dataset. We perform an inner join of JIRA bug reopened dataset

and JIRA version release dataset using a common key affected version. After joining the

two datasets, we get the affected version release date for all affected versions for each

5https://www.nltk.org/

https://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 4.2: Workflow of data collection and preprocessing

bug. A bug can have multiple affected versions and multiple reopens. Hence, we con-

sider a release reopened bug as {bug id, release version, reopened count}. We discard

all affected version tag data after the final bug reopen. For an affected version and a

reopen, if the affected version is tagged to the bug before it is released, it is classified

as a pre-release reopened bug and if the affected version is tagged to the bug after it
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is released, it is classified as a post-release reopened bug. For example, in Figure 4.3

a bug has four affected versions v1.1, v1.2, v1.3, and v1.4 and the bug is reopened two

times. The bug is a pre-release reopened bug w.r.t v1.1 for first reopened, a pre-release

reopened bug w.r.t affected version v1.3 for the first and second reopened, and a post-

release reopened bug w.r.t affected version v1.2 for first reopened.

Bug
 creation Reopened Reopened

again

V1.1 V1.2

1.1 1.2 1.3

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

1.4

V1.3Affected version
release timeline 

Bug report
affected version
tagging timeline

Pre 
release

Post
release

Pre 
release

V1.4

Discard after final
reopened 

Figure 4.3: Classifying a bug report into pre and post-release reopened bugs.

4.3 Case Study Setup and Results

In this section, we discuss our case study using the reopened bug dataset. We ini-

tially study the characteristics of pre-release and post-release reopened bugs in Sec-

tion 4.3.1. Then we study the prediction of post-release reopened bugs getting resolved

rapidly in Section 4.3.2. We bring forth the motivation, approach, and results of all RQs.
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4.3.1 RQ1: What are the characteristics of pre-release reopened bugs

and post-release reopened bugs?

Motivation: In the software industry pre-release bugs and post-release bugs are han-

dled differently. Taking a cue from the software developers, research also focused on

handling pre-release and post-release bugs independently [49, 50, 80]. However, no

such distinction is made when it comes to prior studies on reopened bugs. Prior stud-

ies considered reopened bugs as a whole [64, 65, 84, 105, 107] without focusing on

release based reopened bugs (pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened

bugs). Therefore, it becomes important to identify whether it is fine to consider re-

opened bugs as a whole in reopened bugs study or there is a need to categorize re-

opened bugs into pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. Most

prior studies on reopened bugs focused on predicting if a bug will get reopened [83, 84,

105, 106] and identifying the reasons to reopen the bug [120]. However, it is also im-

portant to investigate how long a reopened bug takes to finally get resolved. Software

developers can leverage such rework time analysis (time spent from when a bug is first

reopened to when a bug is finally closed) to identify reopened bugs that took too long to

finally resolve. Developers can then go through these bugs to identify reasons for long

resolution times of such bugs. Moreover, bugs can get reopened due to various rea-

sons. However, no prior study focused on analysis of the distribution of these reasons

to reopen bugs and the rework time of these reasons to reopened bugs on release based

reopened bugs (pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs). Rework

analysis of different reasons to reopen bugs can give insights to development teams

to efficiently plan to fix reopened bugs. Therefore, in this RQ, we determine the char-

acteristics of pre-release and post-release reopened bugs based on rework time and
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distribution of reasons for reopening the bugs.

Approach: For our analysis we use all 23,350 reopened bugs from the 462 projects that

are hosted on JIRA. We perform a quantitative study to identify the characteristics of

pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. We then conduct a quali-

tative study to identify the reasons why pre-release and post-release bugs get reopened.

We share the approach followed in the quantitative study and qualitative study below:

Quantitative study: We analyze initial resolving time (initial time) and rework time to

resolve release based reopened bugs. We discuss the steps followed in our quantitative

study below:

Step 1: Compute the time spent in the initial resolving (i.e., from bug cre-

ation to initial bug resolved) and reworking (i.e., from first reopened to

final bug resolved) - for all pre, post-release reopened bugs. In this step,

we consider only those reopened bugs that are finally resolved. We com-

pute two time spent metrics, these are 1) time spent in the initial resolv-

ing - first resolved time minus (–) bug creation time, and 2) time spent in

reworking - final bug resolved time minus (–) first bug reopened time. We

compute these two metrics for pre-release reopened bugs and post-release

reopened bugs. We report the median time for the initial resolving and the

reworking for comparison.

Step 2: Compute the difference between rework time and initial time -

for all pre, post-release reopened bugs. In this step, we compute the time

difference between the reworking and the initial resolving. We report the

median time for the initial resolving and reworking for comparison. Since
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we are interested in noting if pre-release reopened bugs and post-release

reopened bugs are reworked with same urgency as initial effort, we perform

a Wilcoxon unpaired test [28] to compare the distributions of difference

between rework time and initial resolving time for pre and post-release re-

opened bugs.

Qualitative study: For our qualitative study we first randomly subsample 100 pre-

release reopened bugs and 100 post-release reopened bugs. Our selection of 100 bugs

each from both classes of reopened bugs is motivated by a prior study [115] as they also

use 100 samples for each category of the studied dataset for their qualitative analysis.

We manually study all the associated comments with bug reports. Two researchers

(i.e., A1 and A2 with me being one of them) of this study conducted the manual study

to tag the reasons why bugs get reopened. After generating the reopened reasons, we

compute the time spent in the reworking grouped by reopened reasons. We share the

steps followed in our qualitative study below:

Step 1: Generation of tags. A1 randomly selects 25 bugs each from 100

pre-release reopened bugs and 100 post-release reopened bugs. Overall

50 bugs are randomly selected in this step. A1 and A2 independently tag

reasons to reopen bugs for these 50 bugs. During this step, the reasons are

revised and refined individually.

Step 2: Tagging all bugs. A1 and A2 collect and finalize all the tags repre-

senting reasons to reopen bugs. Using these tags they tag all the remain-

ing 150 bugs individually. Both the researchers are encouraged to add new

tags if a bug can’t be classified by existing tags. It took 8 hours for each re-

searcher to complete this step coding.
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Step 3: Computing inter-researcher agreement. We use bug tags to com-

pute the inter-researcher agreement. The inter-researcher agreement is a

number between 0 and 1 that is used to determine the agreement reached

among two or more researchers in tagging a bug. Increasing the value of

inter-researcher agreement increases the overall inter-researcher agreement.

We determine the inter-researcher agreement using Cohen’s kappa [16, 53,

102]. We computed inter-researcher agreement for tags obtained in Step 2.

Our computed inter-researcher agreement for this study is 0.84 (which is

substantial) [102].

Step 4: Dealing with disagreements. After tagging all the bugs, we discuss

those bugs where A1 and A2 had disagreements for the bug tag. After dis-

cussion and mutual agreement, we finalize the tags of disagreed tag bugs.

Step 5: Compute the time spent in reworking - for reopened bugs with

reasons. In this step, we consider the reopened reasons identified in Step

2 of the qualitative study. We use the same logic to compute the time spent

in reworking as used in Step 1 of quantitative study grouped by reopened

reasons. We report the median time for reworking.

Results: 44.2% (i.e., 13,705 out of 31,013) reopened bugs are post-release reopened

bugs, whereas only 16.9% (i.e., 5,249 out of 31,013) reopened bugs are pre-release re-

opened bugs. Using 23,550 reopened bugs from JIRA we observe that there are 31,013

release based reopened bugs {bug id, affected version, reopened count}. Table 4.2

shows the distribution of the types of release based reopened bugs (pre-release re-

opened bugs and post-release reopened bugs). We observe that 90.4% (i.e., 21,100 out
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of 23,350) bugs are reopened once; however, 8.3% (i.e., 1,949 out of 23,350) bugs are re-

opened twice, and 1.2% (i.e., 291 out of 23,350) bugs are reopened at least three times.

Moreover, 37.8% bugs are post-release and are reopened once, however, only 16.2%

bugs are pre-release and are reopened once. We also observe that 40.5% (i.e., 9,456

out of 23,350) reopened bugs have unidentified release. For example, in a bug report

6(id: 25013) for the Apache Hive project, the affected version is not tagged in the bug

report, hence we classify the bug as belonging to an unidentified release. For every

pre-release reopened bug, there are 2.6 post-release reopened bugs in JIRA, indicating

that post-release reopened bugs are more common than pre-release reopened bugs.

Table 4.2: Distribution of the types of release based reopened bugs

Reopened
bug type

Reopened
bugs {bug
id} (%)

Release
reopened
bugs {bug
id, affected
version,
reopened
count} (%)

Re-
opened
once (%)

Re-
opened
twice
(%)

Re-
opened
3+
times
(%)

Pre-release 4,164
(17.8%)

5,249
(16.9%)

3,772
(16.2%)

327
(1.4%)

65
(0.3%)

Post-
release

9,730
(41.7%)

13,705
(44.2%)

8,816
(37.8%)

795
(3.4%)

119
(0.5%)

Unidentified 9,456
(40.5%)

12,059
(38.9%)

8,522
(36.5%)

827
(3.5%)

107
(0.5%)

Total 23,350
(100%)

31,013
(100%)

21,100
(90.4%)

1,949
(8.3%)

291
(1.2%)

For the pre-release reopened bugs, the median time taken for reworking (i.e.,

from first reopened to final resolved) is 388.4 hours, whereas for the post-release

6https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HIVE-25013

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HIVE-25013
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reopened bugs, the median time taken for reworking is 189.1 hours. The median

time difference between reworking and initial resolving (i.e., from bug creation to

initial bug resolved) is 31.9 hours in pre-release reopened bugs as compared to 0.3

hours in post-release reopened bugs. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of the time

spent in various scenarios (i.e., initial resolving, and reworking) for pre-release and

post-release reopened bugs. We observe that a pre-release reopened bug takes be-

tween 1 minute and 11.1 years of rework time and a post-release reopened bug takes

and a post-release bug takes time between 1 minute and 12.2 years. Prior studies [78]

find that post-release bugs require twice as large chunks of code changes as compared

to pre-release bugs. We observe that while there is only a 10.8 hours median difference

of initial resolving in post-release reopened bugs and pre-release reopened bugs, the

median time difference of reworking in post-release reopened bugs and pre-release re-

opened bugs is 149.3 hours. It shows that post-release bugs get more developer atten-

tion and a quicker resolution from developers when they are reopened. For example,

in a bug report 7(id: 3369) for the Apache Cloudstack project, the bug is a post-release

bug, that gets reopened, and a developer comments “rajesh can you check on this issue”,

later the assigned developer fixes the bug and closes the bug report. Figure 4.5 shows

the distribution of the difference between the time spent in reworking and time spent

in initial resolving. The median difference between time spent on reworking and time

spent on the initial resolving of a bug is only 0.3 hours in the case of post-release re-

opened bugs as compared to 31.9 hours in pre-release reopened bugs, indicating that

the rework time is almost similar to initial time in case of post-release reopened bugs

whereas rework time is higher than initial time in pre-release bugs. The Wilcoxon un-

paired test shows that the difference between rework time and initial resolving time

7https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CLOUDSTACK-3369

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CLOUDSTACK-3369
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for pre-release and post-release is statistically significant with p-value less than 0.05.

It shows that post-release reopened bugs are reworked with same urgency as initial

resolving.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the time spent in various scenarios for pre-release and post-
release reopened bugs.

In our manually studied post-release reopened bugs, technical-patch related is-

sues take only 469.6 hours to rework, however, in pre-release reopened bugs technical-

patch related issues take a shorter time (i.e., 198.5 hours) to finally resolve. Fur-

thermore, in post-release reopened bugs technical-integration, and incorrect as-

sessment issues take more than 1,839.3 hours and 4m285 hours respectively to re-

work as compared to pre-release reopened bugs. Bugs reopened due to documenta-

tion issues, take less than eight minutes median time to rework in both pre-release

reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. From our qualitative analysis, we
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the difference between the time spent from first bug reopen-
ing to final bug resolving and time spent from bug creation to first bug resolving.

observe that bugs get reopened due to four major categories (five reasons), these are

technical reasons (i.e., patch issues and integration issues), human reasons (i.e., incor-

rect assessment), documentation reasons (i.e., documentation issues), and no reason

(i.e., no reason). we observe that out of 100 pre-release reopened bugs, 47 are reopened

due to patch issues, 21 are due to integration issues, 15 are due to documentation is-

sues, 8 are due to incorrect assessment, whereas 9 are due to unidentified reasons. Out

of 100 post-release reopened bugs 46 are reopened due to patch related issues, 22 are

due to documentation issues, 21 are due to incorrect assessment, 10 are due to incor-

rect assessment and 1 is due to unidentified reasons. Figure 4.6 shows the distribution
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of rework time for various reasons of reopening a bug in pre-release and post-release

reopened bugs. Bugs reopened due to incorrect assessment take the most rework time

for post-release reopened bugs. For example, in a bug report 8( id: 7646) for the Apache

CXF project, the bug is post-release for affected version 3.0.3 and is reopened due to

incorrect assessment, since this bug was a duplicate of another bug and both bugs

were closed. During reopening the bug, a developer comments “Hi, Both CXF-7645

and CXF-7646 are same. But mentioned both requests as duplicate and closed both the

request. Kindly consider this request (re-opening) and help me.” It took 7 months to

finally resolve the bug from when it was reopened for the first time.

Moreover, we observe that in post-release reopened bugs, patch issues take only

469.6 hours to rework, whereas technical-integration and incorrect assessment issues

take 2,173.1 hours and 4,848.2 hours respectively to rework. It indicates that in post-

release reopened bugs, technical-patch related issues are faster to rework whereas technical-

integration issues and incorrect assessment issues are more challenging to rework.

Moreover, post-release bugs reopened due to technical-patch related issue take 271.1

hours more to rework as compared to pre-release reopened bugs. Furthermore, bugs

reopened due to documentation issues are resolved within a median of eight min-

utes median time in both pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs,

indicating that documentation issues do not require much time to rework for pre as

well as post-release reopened bugs. It indicates that, pre-release reopened bugs and

post-release reopened bugs have different resolving speeds based on reason to reopen

bugs. More specifically, technical-patch related bugs are finally resolved faster in post-

release bugs, whereas, technical-integration and incorrect assessment reopened bugs

are finally resolved faster in pre-release reopened bugs. Future studies on estimating

8https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-7646

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-7646
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time to fix reopened bugs should ignore bugs reopened due to documentation issues,

since they are fixed really fast and without any technical/code related change no mat-

ter whether they are pre-release or post-release reopened bugs. These bugs should be

considered a noise for reopened bug fixing activity.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of bug rework time for various reasons of reopening a bug in
pre-release and post-release reopened bugs.
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Summary of RQ1

For every pre-release reopened bug, there are 2.6 post-release reopened bugs in

JIRA, indicating that there are more post-release bugs than pre-release bugs. The

median difference between time spent in reworking and time spent in the initial

resolving of a bug is only 0.3 hours in case of post-release reopened bugs as com-

pared to 31.9 hours in pre-release reopened bugs. Technical-patch, technical-

integration and incorrect assessment reopened bugs are finally resolved slower in

post-release bugs as compared to pre-release reopened bugs. Out of all reasons

to reopen bugs, only documentation issues do not require much time (a median

of less than four minutes) to rework pre as well as post-release reopened bugs.

4.3.2 RQ2: Can models predict if a post-release reopened bug will get

resolved rapidly/slowly with an acceptable performance?

Motivation: Rwemalika et al. [78] discuss that post-release bugs require at least twice

bigger chunks of changes as compared to pre-release bugs. They also discuss that

research on software systems should consider post-release bugs for their studies as

post-release bugs are harder to reveal as compared to pre-release bugs. Prior stud-

ies [23, 50, 52, 113] focused on post-release bugs for their analysis. Post-release bugs

gather more developer attention than pre-release bugs that’s why research has focused

on studying various aspects of post-release bugs such as their fixing time [49, 50, 80].

We observe in RQ1, that pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs are

completely different in a plethora of ways. However, reopened bugs studies take pre-

release and post-release reopened bugs together [64, 65, 83, 84, 106, 107]. However,
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this is in contrast with traditional defect prediction studies where researchers don’t

consider pre-release bugs and post-release bugs together [49, 50, 80]. Prior studies in

software bugs are focused on predicting the issue lifetime of a bug (including how fast

a bug can be resolved) [31, 51, 59, 72, 76]. However, as per our knowledge, no prior

study focused on predicting the resolving time of reopened bugs. It is important to

determine if a reopened bug will be resolved rapidly or slowly. If we can predict well

whether a post-release reopened bug will get fixed rapidly or slowly, we can notify de-

velopers about those post-release reopened bugs that will take a high time to finally

resolve. Post-release reopened bugs are more critical to resolve fast as they affect a

very large audience (i.e., software clients). Developers can then allocate more effort

and resources towards resolving post-release reopened bugs with slow resolving time

and allocate more resources towards those reopened bugs. Moreover, we also interpret

the prediction pipeline to understand what characteristics one can look for to identify

if a post-release reopened bug will get fixed fast or slow.

Approach: We construct prediction pipelines to predict if a post-release reopened bug

will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Figure 4.7 the prediction pipeline that we use to predict

if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. We discuss the steps

followed to construct the prediction pipeline below:

Step 0: Select data points and label the data points of the generated dataset

for prediction. From the whole post-release reopened dataset, we only

consider unique bugs that were finally resolved. We sort the dataset based

on the rework time (i.e., time spent from when a bug is reopened for the first

time to when the bug is finally resolved). We label the top 20% bugs as fast
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Figure 4.7: A model to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapid-
ly/slowly.

resolved and the bottom 20% bugs as slow resolved based on the rework

time. We follow the same approach followed by prior work to select top

and bottom bugs [54, 74, 93]. Since all our studied features in post release

reopened bugs dataset have the same values for various affected versions

tagged in a bug and various reopened counts, we only consider bugs with
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unique bug id in our prediction pipeline in order to avoid duplicate data

points in our training set. For our analysis, we only consider those bugs

that are finally resolved. Note that, in this step since we select equal sam-

ples of each label for our study, we don’t encounter class imbalance issue

in our prediction pipeline. We call this Step 0 because this step is used for

data generation, it is a prerequisite for the prediction pipeline, and Step 1

– Step 6 are used for constructing the prediction pipeline.

Step 1: Correlation and redundancy analysis. Tantithamthavorn et al.

[90]argue that correlated features interfere with each other at the time model

interpretation. Moreover, Jiarpakdee et al. [42, 44] asserts that correlated

metrics impact feature importance ranks of the prediction pipeline. There-

fore taking a cue from the prior studies [24, 42, 43, 54, 60, 73, 74, 90], we

carry out a correlation and redundancy analysis on all the independent

features belonging to our dataset. We remove correlated and redundant

features using Autospearman method provided by Rnalytica9 R package

[54, 90, 113]. For the Spearman correlation coefficient, we use a default

value of ρ as a threshold.

Step 2: Splitting dataset into training/testing sets. We use 10-times-stratified

10-fold cross-validation for splitting the dataset into training and testing

datasets. In this method, we split the whole dataset into 10 equal folds

where each fold contains an equal percentage of all class labels (in our case

fast resolved and slow resolved). After this, we use each fold to iteratively

test the performance of the model and the remaining 9 folds to train the

9https://rdrr.io/github/software-analytics/Rnalytica/man/AutoSpearman.html

https://rdrr.io/github/software-analytics/Rnalytica/man/AutoSpearman.html
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model. Then we repeat this process 10 times. After this step, 100 perfor-

mance and feature importance measures are generated (i.e., 10 for each of

10 folds). More details of stratified k-fold cross-validation can be found by

referring to Zeng et al. [116].

Step 3: Feature encoding.

Step 3.1 Categorical features encoding. Our dataset contains categori-

cal features such as reporter name and last status. We use one-hot fea-

ture encoding to encode categorical features into numerical features in our

dataset in order for them to be used as input for training the model [119].

We use one-hot encoding for transforming categorical features into nu-

meric features as prior studies [4, 17, 40] use one-hot encoding for trans-

forming categorical features into numerical features. For each categorical

feature, one-hot encoding generates k boolean columns for k category val-

ues of that feature, with only one column representing that category value

is set (i.e., 1) and the rest all columns are unset (i.e., 0).

Step 3.2 Cyclical features encoding. For the feature weekday, we perform

cyclical encoding as weekday feature is cyclic. The range of transformed

cyclical features is from -1 to 1. Note that we use cyclical features encoding

for weekday features as input to train the model with all learners except

Multinomial Naive Bayes learner because Multinomial Naive Bayes learner

requires that all features ranges should be greater than zero [77]. Therefore,

only for Multinomial Naive Bayes learner, we use one-hot encoding even

for weekday feature.

Step 3.3 Textual features encoding. For the text features such as comments
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text and description text, we use TF-IDF (i.e., term frequency-inverse doc-

ument frequency) vectorization [71] similar to prior studies [12, 61, 71, 75].

TF-IDF assigns a higher weight to rare words (words that appear in very few

documents). Also, If a word appears multiple times in a document, TF-IDF

assigns it a higher weight. If a word appears in almost all documents, TF-

IDF assigns it the lowest weight [21]. For each text feature, we use training

data to train TF-IDF model and use the trained TF-IDF model to generate

the text scores.

After generating the text feature scores, we use Naive Bayes learner to com-

pute text probabilities similar to the prior study [63, 84, 117]. Using only TF-

IDF for handling text features will generate a very high number of features

(one feature for each unique word in the text document) that are even more

than the number of samples in the dataset. This is known as the curse of di-

mensionality [100] and it leads to overfitting in the model. Moreover, when

we interpret the models generated using only TF-IDF generated features, it

will demonstrate the importance of words in the prediction pipeline. How-

ever, we are interested in determining if the text features such as comments

text and description text are among the important features (rather than de-

termining important words) in the model prediction. Hence, we train two

Naive Bayes learners (one each for comments text and description text) on

the training data. These two generated text probabilities are used as two of

the input features for predicting if a reopened bug will get resolved rapid-

ly/slowly.

Step 4: Model construction.
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Step 4.1 Training the model. We use all the training features to train the

model for prediction. We use 7 most commonly used learners for our study.

We show the hyperparameters and learners used for our study in Table 4.3.

We choose these 7 learners for our study because a prior study by Agrawal

et al. [1] finds that KNN, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Random For-

est, and Multinomial Naive Bayes are widely used learners in software an-

alytics. Moreover, we also include Adaboost, and Gradient Boosting in our

study since these learners are also widely used in prior studies related to

software analytics [29, 90, 91].

Step 4.2 Hyperparameters tuning. For our model, we use grid search based

hyperparameters tuning [81]. Grid search uses the brute force approach by

selecting all the combinations of parameter values used to train the model

and selecting those values which give the best results (we consider AUC).

We perform hyperparameters tuning on our model as several prior studies

discuss that hyperparameters tuning plays a vital role to ensure optimal

performance and interpretation of the model [27, 90, 91].

Step 5: Model performance evaluation. We calculate the performance of

all learners on predicting if a reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.

For our study, we choose AUC to calculate the performance of learners be-

cause AUC is threshold-independent. Prior studies advocate using AUC

performance measure to assess the performance of prediction pipelines

[30, 55, 73, 74, 91]. We consider the performance of a model as acceptable

if the model gives median AUC across 100 performance iterations greater

than 0.7 [3, 45, 66, 97]. Otherwise, we consider the model performance as
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Table 4.3: Overview of the used hyperparameters in our study. The default values are
shown in bold. Randuniform denotes drawing random samples from a uniform distri-
bution, and intranduniform denotes denotes drawing random samples from a uniform
distribution and converting them to their nearest integer value.

Learner Parameter name Parameter description Parameter range
Random
Forest

n_estimators The number of trees in the forest. (100, randuniform(50, 150))

criterion The function for measuring the split
quality.

(gini, entropy)

min_samples_split The minimum samples needed to split
a node.

(2,randuniform(0.0, 1.0))

Gradient
Boosting

n_estimators The number of boosting stages to per-
form.

(100, randuniform(50, 150))

min_samples_leaf The minimum samples needed to be at
a leaf node.

(1, randuniform(1, 10))

Logistic Re-
gression

penalty To specify the norm used in the penal-
ization.

(l1,l2)

tol The tolerance for the stopping criteria. (1e-4, randuniform(0.0,0.1))
C The inverse of regularization strength. (1, randint(1,500))

Adaboost n_estimators The maximum number of estimators at
which the boosting is terminated.

(50, randuniform(50, 150))

Multinomial
Naive Bayes

alpha The additive smoothing parameter. (1, randuniform(0, 1))

Decision
Tree

splitter Choosing strategy for splitting at each
node.

(best, random)

criterion The function for measuring the split
quality.

(gini, entropy)

min_samples_split The minimum samples needed to split
a node.

(2, randuniform(0.0,1.0))

KNN n_neighbors The number of neighbors. (5, randint(2, 25))
weights The weight function used in prediction. (uniform, distance)
p Power parameter. (2,randint(1,15))
metric The distance metric to use for the tree. (minkowski, chebyshev)

poor.

Step 6: Ranking important features. we employ the permutation feature

importance method [5] to generate the feature importance in predicting if a

reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Permutation feature impor-

tance method works as follows: We calculate the performance of the pre-

diction pipeline using all features. We then randomly permute the values of
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each feature at a time and calculate the performance drop of the prediction

pipeline. The more the performance drop due to a feature value change,

the higher is the importance of that feature for the prediction pipeline.

We calculate the feature importance ranks only for those learners that give

an acceptable AUC performance (¾ 0.7) as Lipton et al.; Chen et al. [19, 57]

assert that to interpret a model, it should have an acceptable performance.

After this, importance scores for each feature and for each of 100 iterations

are generated. Details about the working of permutation feature impor-

tance can be obtained at Altmann et al. [5]. We then generate feature im-

portance ranks from feature importance scores using Scott-Knott ESD test

[92]. These generated feature importance ranks determine the order of fea-

ture importance for the prediction pipeline. We then note down the top

three important features for the prediction pipeline.

Results: At best we are able to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get re-

solved rapidly/slowly with an AUC of 0.78. In RQ1, we observe that there are 13,705

unique post-release reopened bugs (i.e., {bug id, affected version, reopened count}).

For prediction pipeline, we observe that there are 9,730 post-release reopened bugs

with unique bug ids, out of these 27 bugs have missing data, so we ignore these bugs.

We only consider those bugs that are finally resolved. We observe that 93.1% (i.e., 9,031

out of 9,703) post-release reopened bugs are finally resolved. We consider the top 20%

of these bugs as fast resolved and the bottom 20% of these bugs slow resolved based on

the rework time. Hence, we obtain 1,806 post-release fast resolved reopened bugs and
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1806 post-release slow resolved reopened bugs. We observe that fast resolved post-

release reopened bugs take in between 1 minute and 3.3 minutes to get resolved and

slow resolved post-release reopened bugs take in between 4,538 hours and 107,002

hours. Therefore, we consider these 3,612 post-release reopened bugs in our predic-

tion task. We observe that we are able to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get

resolved rapidly/slowly with a maximum AUC of 0.78. Prior studies [3, 45, 66, 97] show

that AUC¾0.7 is considered as an acceptable performance. Figure 4.8 shows the distri-

bution of AUC for various learners (i.e., classifiers) to predict if a post-release reopened

bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of AUC for various learners (i.e., classifiers) and median AUC
scores to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.
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Out of 7 studied learners (i.e., classifiers), 5 learners yield an acceptable AUC

(¾0.7) to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. These

are Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Logistic Regression, Adaboost, and Multino-

mial Naive Bayes. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of AUC for various learners (i.e.,

classifiers) to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.

Random forest learner gives the highest AUC i.e., 0.78 among other learners. We ob-

serve that 5 out of 7 learners give acceptable AUC to predict if a post-release reopened

bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Only KNN and Decision Tree learners yield an AUC

of 0.68, and 0.67 respectively which is considered as poor AUC (i.e., AUC<0.7).

Comments size, comments text, and description text are among the top three im-

portant features in 100%, 80%, and 60% of learners with an acceptable AUC (¾0.7)

respectively. Table 4.4 shows the top three feature importance ranks for various learn-

ers (i.e., classifiers) to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapid-

ly/slowly. We only consider Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Logistic Regression,

Adaboost, and Multinomial Naive Bayes learners for feature importance analysis, since

only these 5 learners give an acceptable AUC to predict if a post-release reopened bug

will get resolved rapidly/slowly. We observe that comments size, and comments text are

among the top three most important features in 100% and 80% of learners respectively

to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. For example,

in a post-release reopened bug report10 (id: 8725) for the Apache SOLR project, a de-

veloper comments “Can you close the issue as it is commited on the 5.5 branch?”, later

the bug is finally resolved within two hours. Since comments text is among the most

10https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SOLR-8725

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SOLR-8725
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important features to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/s-

lowly, future research can leverage developer comments and analyze the reasons why

some post-release reopened bugs take too long to get finally resolved.

Table 4.4: Top three feature importance ranks for various learners (i.e., classifiers) to
predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly

Learner
(Classifier)

Type of
model

Feature Rank AUC

Random
Forest

Post-
release
reopened

Description text 1
0.78Comments text 2

Comments size 3

Gradient
Boosting

Post-
release
reopened

Comments text 1
0.76Description text 2

Comments size 3

Logistic
Regression

Post-
release
reopened

Reporter experi-
ence

1
0.74

Comments text 2
Comments size 3

Adaboost
Post-
release
reopened

Comments text 1
0.73Description text 2

Comments size 3
Multinomial
Naive
Bayes

Post-
release
reopened

Comments size 1
0.7Time days 2

Description size 3
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Summary of RQ2

Predicting if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly is trust-

worthy, since it gives an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) of 0.78. 5 out of 7 learners (i.e.,

Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Logistic Regression, Adaboost, and Multi-

nomial Naive Bayes) give acceptable AUC to predict if a post-release reopened

bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Features generated from the developer com-

ments such as comments text, and comments size and developer added bug de-

scription such as description text are important features to predict if a post-release

reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Do models trained on pre-release reopened bugs have similar

performance as models trained on post-release reopened bugs

while predicting if a reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/s-

lowly?

Motivation: From the results of RQ1 (Section 4.3.1) we observe that pre-release re-

opened bugs and post-release reopened bugs have different characteristics in terms

of rework time and distribution of reopened reasons. Rwemalika et al. [78] discusses

that research on software systems should consider post-release bugs for their studies

as post-release bugs are harder to reveal as compared to pre-release bugs. Therefore,

in RQ2 (Section 4.3.2) we construct a prediction pipeline to predict if a post-release re-

opened bug will get fixed rapidly? We observe that we are able to achieve an AUC of
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0.78 (which is acceptable) for a prediction pipeline. We also observe that comments

text, comments size, and description size are the topmost features to predict if a post-

release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. We agree that post-release re-

opened bugs are more critical to predict if they will get resolved rapidly/slowly than

pre-release bugs. However, it becomes important for us to understand how the per-

formance of a model for predicting if a pre-release reopened bug will get fixed rapidly

will compare against performance for post-release reopened bugs model. This com-

parison is important because most studies involving reopened bugs do not consider

post-release reopened bugs and pre-release reopened bugs separately. The magnitude

of difference between performance results obtained using pre-release reopened bugs

and post-release reopened bugs will drive future studies to revisit reopened bugs stud-

ies by segregating pre-release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs.

Approach: We follow the same approach as followed in RQ2 (Section 4.3.2) to con-

struct a model pipeline for predicting if a release based reopened bug will get resolved

rapidly/slowly. The only difference is that here we consider pre-release reopened bug

dataset instead of post-release reopened bug dataset used in RQ2.

Results: At best we are able to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved

rapidly/slowly with an AUC of 0.72 which is 6% less than using post-release reopened

bugs for our model. In RQ1, we observe that there are 5,249 unique pre-release re-

opened bugs (i.e., {bug id, affected version, reopened count}). For our prediction pipeline,

we observe that there are 4,164 pre-release reopened bugs with unique bug ids. Out of

these 4,164 pre-release reopened bugs, 27 bugs have missing data, so we ignore these
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bugs. For our analysis, we only consider those bugs which are finally resolved. We ob-

serve that 93.2% (i.e., 3,855 out of 4,137) pre-release reopened bugs are finally resolved.

We consider the top 20% of these bugs as fast resolved and the bottom 20% of these

bugs slow resolved based on the rework time. Hence, we obtain 771 fast resolved pre-

release reopened bugs and 771 slow resolved pre-release reopened bugs. We observe

that fast resolved pre-release reopened bugs take in between 1 minute and 13.2 min-

utes to get resolved and slow resolved pre-release reopened bugs take in between 5,528

hours and 97,126 hours. Hence we consider these 1,542 pre-release reopened bugs in

our prediction task. Prior studies [3, 45, 66, 97] show that AUC ¾0.7 is considered as

an acceptable performance. We observe that we are able to predict if a pre-release re-

opened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly with a maximum median AUC of 0.72. Fig-

ure 4.9 shows the distribution of AUC for various learners (i.e., classifiers) and median

AUC scores to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.

Out of 7 studied learners (i.e., classifiers), only Random Forest and Logistic Re-

gression yield an acceptable AUC (¾0.7) to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will

get resolved rapidly/slowly. Figure 4.9 shows the distribution of AUC for various learn-

ers (i.e., classifiers) to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/s-

lowly. Random Forest and Logistic Regression yield an AUC of 0.72, and 0.7 respec-

tively which is acceptable (¾0.7). However, Adaboost, Gradient Boosting, Multinomial

Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and KNN yield an AUC of 0.69, 0.68, 0.66, 0.65, and 0.61

respectively which is considered as poor AUC (i.e., AUC<0.7). This is in contrast with

the findings of the prediction pipeline involving post-release reopened bugs, where it

is observed that 5 out of 7 learners yield an acceptable AUC to predict if a post-release

reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of AUC for various learners (i.e., classifiers) and median AUC
scores to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly

Comments text (i.e., developer comments) and number of comments are among

the top three features to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapid-

ly/slowly in all the learners with an acceptable AUC (¾0.7). Table 4.5 shows the top

three feature importance ranks for various learners (i.e., classifiers) to predict if a pre-

release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. We only consider Random forest

and Logistic Regression learners for feature importance analysis, since only these two

learners give an acceptable AUC to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get re-

solved rapidly/slowly. We observe that comments text, and number of comments are

the most important features to predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved

rapidly/slowly. For example, in a pre-release reopened bug report11 (id: 286) for the

11https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CLOUDSTACK-286

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CLOUDSTACK-286
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Apache Cloudstack project, a developer comments “Any progress on this?”, later the

bug is finally resolved within 3 days. However, this finding is in contrast with the find-

ings in case of post-release reopened bugs (in RQ2) where number of comments was

not observed as an important feature to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get

resolved rapidly/slowly.

Since comments text is among the most important features to predict if a pre-release

reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly, future research can leverage developer

comments and analyze the reasons why some pre-release reopened bugs take too long

to get finally resolved.

Table 4.5: Top three feature importance ranks for various learners (i.e., classifiers) to
predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly

Learner
(Classifier)

Type of
model

Feature Rank AUC

Random
Forest

Pre-
release
reopened

Comments
text

1
0.72

Number of
comments

2

Description
text

3

Logistic
regression

Pre-
release
reopened

Number of
comments

1
0.7

Comments
text

2

Time days 3
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Table 4.6: Our major findings and their implications.

Audience Findings Implications
Developers 20.8% of post-release reopened

bugs are reopened due to incorrect
assessment.

Developers should prioritize their
effort on a correct assessment of
the bug resolution, especially re-
garding bug reproducibility.

Researchers

26.4% of the post-release reopened
bugs are reopened due to docu-
mentation issues. Bugs reopened
due to documentation issues do
not add any technical knowledge
about software bugs. They are just
for the purpose of updating the
documentation of the software.

Researchers should develop a clas-
sifier to classify reasons for re-
opening a post-release bug and use
that classifier to filter out post-
release bugs reopened bugs due to
documentation issues from their
study of computing post-release re-
opened bugs rework effort.

Post-release reopened bugs give an
AUC of 0.78 for predicting if a re-
lease based reopened bug will get
resolved rapidly/slowly, which is
6% greater than AUC obtained for
the same model using pre-release
reopened bugs. 5 out of 7 learners
give an acceptable AUC for the pre-
diction pipeline using post-release
reopened bugs whereas only 2 out
of 7 learners give an acceptable
AUC for the prediction pipeline.

Prior studies on reopened bugs
should revisit reopened bugs while
considering post-release reopened
bugs for their study.

Both the Random Forest, and Lo-
gistic Regression learners give an
acceptable AUC to predict if a re-
lease based reopened bug will get
resolved rapidly/slowly for both
pre-release and post-release bugs.

Researchers should use Random
Forest, and Logistic Regression in
their study related to the prediction
of release based reopened bugs get-
ting fixed rapidly to get the best
performance.

Features related to developer com-
ments are important in predicting
if a release based reopened bug will
get resolved rapidly/slowly.

Developer comments can lead re-
searchers to understanding the rea-
sons why release based bugs can
sometimes take too much time to
resolve.
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4.4.2 The implications of our study

Implications for the developers:

Developers should prioritize their effort on the correct assessment of the bug reso-

lution, especially regarding bug reproducibility, since we observe that 20.8% of post-

release reopened bugs are reopened due to incorrect assessment. Since post-release

bugs affect a very large audience (i.e., clients), it becomes obvious to prioritize handling

post-release reopened bugs on priority. Moreover, out of all the post-release reopened

bugs, those due to incorrect assessment take the maximum rework time (i.e., 4,848.2

hours). For example, in a post-release bug12 (id: 5071) for the project Apache Wicket, a

developer initially was not able to reproduce the issue, but later he realized that he can

reproduce the issue. His comment “I’m able to reproduce it now. Let me see...” demon-

strates that he had incorrectly assessed the reopened issue as non reproducible, but

later it was observed that the bug is reproducible.

Implications for the researchers:

Researchers should develop models to classify the reasons for reopening a post-release

bug and use such models to filter out post-release reopened bugs due to documen-

tation issues from their study of computing post-release reopened bugs rework ef-

fort. Bugs reopened due to documentation issues do not add any technical knowl-

edge about software bugs. They are just for the purpose of updating the documenta-

tion of the software. We observe in RQ1 from a sample of 100 post-release reopened

bugs that post-release bugs reopened due to documentation issues make up 22% of

12https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/WICKET-5071

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/WICKET-5071
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all post-release reopened issues and have a rework time of just under a minute. In-

corporating the post-release bugs reopened due to documentation with post-release

reopened bugs due to other technical issues can underestimate the median rework

effort for post-release reopened bugs. Hence, we recommend researchers develop a

post-release reopened reason classifier and filter out post-release bugs reopened due

to documentation issues.

Prior studies on reopened bugs should revisit reopened bugs while considering

post-release reopened bugs for their study. Traditional studies on bugs focus on pre-

release bugs and post-release bugs seperately. Moreover, Rwemalika et al. [78] dis-

cusses that post-release bugs require at least two times bigger chunks of changes as

compared to pre-release bugs, and 66.7% of the post-release bugs require changes in

configuration files as compared to only 46% configuration file changes in case of pre-

release bugs. However, no prior studies on reopened bugs consider post-release re-

opened bugs specifically for their study. We observe in Section 4.3.1 that pre-release

reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs have different characteristics based on

time spent to resolve a reopened bug. Furthermore, we observe in Section 4.3.2 that

post-release reopened bugs give an AUC of 0.78 for predicting if a release based re-

opened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly, which is 6% greater than AUC obtained

for the same model using pre-release reopened bugs. In addition, we observe that 5

out of 7 learners give an acceptable AUC for the prediction pipeline using post-release

reopened bugs whereas only 2 out of 7 learners give an acceptable AUC for the predic-

tion pipeline. It is obvious from the above discussion that post-release reopened bugs
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are more critical to analyze and also post-release reopened bugs give better perfor-

mance in prediction tasks and post-release reopened bugs work well more varied set of

learners. Studies on reopened bugs that do not segregate post-release reopened bugs

from pre-release reopened bugs suffer from bias. We suggest researchers revisit prior

studies on reopened bugs to consider post-release reopened bugs for studies such as

prediction of reopened bugs [83, 84, 105, 106].

Researchers should use Random Forest and Logistic Regression learners in their

study related to the prediction of release based reopened bugs getting fixed rapidly

to get the best performance. We observe in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.4 that both the

Random Forest, and Logistic Regression learners give an acceptable AUC to predict

if a release based reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly for both post-release

reopened bugs and pre-release reopened bugs.

Developer comments can lead researchers to understanding the reasons why re-

lease based bugs can sometimes take too much time to resolve. In Section 4.4 we ob-

serve that comments text and number of comments are among the top three features to

predict if a pre-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Moreover, in Sec-

tion 4.3.2 we observe that comments size and comments text are among the top three

features to predict if a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. It

signifies that features related to developer comments are important in predicting if

a release based reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Developers post com-

ments in bug reports regarding their progress of bug resolution, challenges they are

facing to resolve the bug, and other useful discussions related to the bug. For example,
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in a post-release reopened bug report 13 (id: 8786) for the Apache Yarn project, the bug

is reopened for almost two years and still no satisfactory fix is provided and a developer

comments “Jason Darrell Lowe Eric Badger Jon Bender do we still need this JIRA open?

Is the issue still happening after YARN-9833? (as it turned out that fix is still not 100%

perfect, but very close enough to 100% which makes it acceptable).” We recommend

the research community to perform a study (either qualitative study or model based

analysis) of developer comments and determine the reasons which lead to a very high

rework time for pre and post-release reopened bugs. This study can help in the un-

derstanding of in-depth issues that lead to an increase in release based reopened bugs

rework time.

4.5 Threats

4.5.1 External Validity

In this chapter, we investigate whether we can predict if a release based reopened bug

will get resolved rapidly/slowly. We considered JIRA bug tracking systems [9] in our

study because of their popularity in the developer community. However, our findings

may not be generalizable for release based reopened bugs that are tracked by other sys-

tems (such as Bugzilla bug tracking systems). In bug tracking systems (such as JIRA)

some projects don’t follow the practice of tagging an affected version to a bug report.

In those projects, very few or none of the bugs have tagged affected version. For our

study, we classify such bugs as unidentified release bugs and ignore these bugs from

13https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-8786

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-8786
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our study. However, these unidentified release bugs might be related to an affected ver-

sion. We don’t have a mechanism to determine if a bug is related to an affected version

when the affected version field of the bug report is not filled by developers. We have

used all JIRA projects for our study irrespective of how good/bad they follow the prac-

tice of tagging an affected version in the bug report. We encourage future studies to se-

lect projects based on criteria such as the percentage of bugs with a tagged affected ver-

sion and revisit our study to determine if the results of our prediction pipelines change

significantly.

4.5.2 Internal Validity

For our qualitative study, we consider 100 bugs from each pre-release and post-release

reopened bugs. We do not claim to find all the reasons to reopen bugs in pre-release

and post-release reopened bugs. We encourage future studies to investigate a larger

sample of reopened bugs for each category. We only study top 20% and bottom 20%

bugs as fast resolved and slow resolved respectively based on the rework time. We fol-

low this approach to ensure that there is a sharp distinction between bugs that are fast

closed and bugs that are slow closed. This approach is motivated by prior studies on

selecting distinct datasets [54, 93]. Changing the 20% threshold values can change the

performance of prediction pipelines. However, we have chosen the threshold value

from a prior study [54]. We choose 7 learners (i.e., Random Forest, Logistic Regression,

Gradient Boosting, Adaboost, Decision Tree, Multinomial Naive Bayes, and KNN) to

predict if a release based reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly. Prior stud-

ies show that different learners can have different prediction performances on a given
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dataset [29, 73]. However, the selection of these 7 learners is inspired by the study con-

ducted by Agrawal et al. [1]. Agrawal et al. considered 5 learners (i.e., Random Forest,

Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Multinomial Naive Bayes, and KNN) for their study.

Apart from the above 5 learners, we also use two more learners (i.e., Adaboost, and Gra-

dient Boosting) because they are widely used in prior prediction studies [29, 90, 91].

We consider the AUC measure to determine the performance of our prediction

pipelines whereas other performance metrics such as precision, recall, and F1-score

can also be used to evaluate the performance of our prediction pipelines. We do so, as

several prior studies advocate using AUC performance measure to determine the per-

formance of prediction pipelines in software analytics [30, 55, 73, 74, 91]. We encourage

future researchers to replicate our study by using other performance measures (such

as precision, recall, and F1-score) and compare the order of performance of different

studied learners with our observed order of those learners using the AUC performance

measure. This can help determine the overall performance of learners across multiple

performance measures.

4.5.3 Construct Validity

In our study, we classify learners that give an AUC above 0.7 as learners with an ac-

ceptable performance in determining if a release based reopened bug will get resolved

rapidly/slowly. We base our model’s feature importance analysis based on learners

with acceptable performance. Changing the learner AUC performance threshold value

of 0.7 will lead to adding/removing the learners for feature importance analysis. This

will change the results of feature importance analysis. However, we observe that many

prior studies use 0.7 as a threshold value of AUC to be classified as acceptable [3, 45,
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66, 67, 97].

We use a grid search based hyperparameters tuning for our prediction pipelines.

Our decision is motivated by the work of Tantithamthavorn et al. [90]. Tantithamtha-

vorn et al. discuss that different hyperparameters tuning methods (such as random

search, grid search, and genetic algorithm based methods) yield similar performance

results.

4.6 Chapter Summary

Reopened bugs involve a lot of rework effort of software development teams. Reopened

bugs can be categorized into two categories based on software-release, these are pre-

release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. We conduct a study of 23,350

reopened bugs from 462 projects in JIRA. We tag reopened bugs as pre-release reopened

and post-release reopened bugs based on the release date of affected versions of the

bugs. We share the findings of our study: 1) We provide a novel way to classify a re-

opened bug as pre-release and post-release by tagging a unique bug {bug id, release

version, reopened count} as either pre-release or post-release reopened bug based on

the release of its affected version. 2) Pre-release reopened bugs take 57.7%, 84.6%, and

87.6% less rework time than post-release reopened bugs when the bug is reopened

due to patch, integration and incorrect assessment issues respectively. 3) At best we

are able to predict whether a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/s-

lowly with an acceptable AUC of 0.78 which is 6% greater than for the same predic-

tion pipeline using pre-release reopened bugs. Based on the findings of our study,

we recommend researchers segregate post-release reopened bugs from pre-release re-

opened bugs and use post-release reopened bugs for the reopened bugs study since
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post-release reopened bugs are more critical to resolve. Future studies can leverage

features from our study to get a better understanding of post-release reopened bugs,

based on the fact that these features are important to correctly predict the resolution

speed of a post-release reopened bug.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Future Work

T
HIS chapter summarizes our work and presents potential opportunities for

the future work.

A reopened bug can take considerably more time to fix, and developers typically

spend a lot of effort in fixing reopened bugs. Reopened bugs also lead to a loss of end-

users trust in the quality of the software. Post-release reopened bugs are crucial to

resolving on time as they involve a larger audience (i.e., clients).

In this thesis, we revisit reopened bug prediction on a large dataset consisting of 47

projects tracked by JIRA and using an updated pipeline for reopened bug prediction.

Using our updated pipeline, we observe that only 34% of our studied 47 projects have

112
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an acceptable performance (i.e., AUC ¾ 0.7) in determining the likelihood of reopen-

ing a bug. We also segregate reopened bugs based on software release, these are pre-

release reopened bugs and post-release reopened bugs. We observe that pre-release

reopened bugs take 57.7%, 84.6%, and 87.6% less rework time than post-release re-

opened bugs when the bug is reopened due to patch, integration, and incorrect as-

sessment issues respectively. Moreover, we observe that at best we are able to predict

whether a post-release reopened bug will get resolved rapidly/slowly with an accept-

able AUC of 0.78. We share our thesis contribution.

5.1 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of our thesis are listed below.

1. Large scale study of reopened bug characteristics with two case studies of re-

opened bug prediction and fixing speed prediction for post-release reopened

bugs.

2. We improve the prior reopened bug prediction pipeline and demonstrate that

only 34% projects give an acceptable AUC (¾ 0.7) to predict reopened bugs.

3. We find that for pre-release reopened bugs the median rework time is twice as

much as post-release reopened bugs indicating that pre-release and post-release

reopened bugs have different characteristics.

4. We observe that post-release reopened bugs give an AUC of 0.78 for predicting if

a release based reopened bug will get resolved rapidly, which is 6% greater than

AUC obtained for the same model using pre-release reopened bugs. Therefore,
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studying reopened bugs as a whole leads to biased implications. We encour-

age researchers to segregate pre-release and post-release reopened bugs in their

analysis.

5.2 Future work

In this section, we discuss potential opportunities for improving our study.

• We encourage bug tracking systems to introduce tags for documentation issues

(i.e., bookkeeping). These documentation issues, are a noise as they do not con-

tain any technical details about bug reopening activity. By using these tags, stud-

ies on prediction of reopened bugs can avoid bugs due to documentation issues

for the prediction task.

• We also encourage future research to leverage the rich data available during and

after a bug is reopened, while this data was not previously used in understanding

reopened bugs. We further encourage researchers to explore the management

of reopened bugs based on the whole bug history to understand their eventual

resolution.
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